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SUMMARY
The present paper describes a method for the approximate solution of
the nonlinesr equations of transonic small disturbance theory. Although
the solutions are nonlinear, the analysis is sufficiently simple that
results are obtained in closed snalytic form for a large and si@ificant
class of nonlifting airfofls. Application to two-dimensional flows with
free-stresm Mach number near 1 leads, for instance, to general expressions
for the determination of the pressure distribution on en airfoil of spec-
ified geometry and for the shale of an airfoil having a prescribed pressure
distribution snd gives, furthemmre, the correct variation of pressure
with Mach nuniberat Mach number L For flows that are subsonic everywhere,
the method yields a pressure-correction formula that is more accurate than
the Prsndtl-Glauert rule and compares favorably with existing higher%
approximations. For flows that are supersonic everywhere, the method
yields the equivalent, in transonic approximation, of simple wave theory.
* Results obtained by application of these general expressions are shown to
correspond closely to existing solutions and to experimental data for a
wide variety of airfoils.
INTRODUCTION
The difficulty of solving the nonlinear equations of nmtion of a
compressible inviscid gas has led to widespread use of a~rox3nate methods
b the practical solution of the problems of airfoil theory. The simplest
and nmst versatile ap~roxhate method is that based on a complete lineari-
zation of the equations and sta from the pioneering work of Munk, Prandtl,
Glauert, Ackeret, and others (see refs. 1 and 2 for a resum~). Although
this linear theory of compressible flow has been extensively developed in
recent yesus and is widely used in aeronautical applications, it has two
limitations that are of si~ificance in the present discussion. First,
linearized theory gives only a first approximation that is correct for
airfoils of small thickness ratio. This limitation is, in some respect,
. of continually diminishing significance as the aeronautical.engineer is
forced to use thin wings and slender lmdies to avoid hea~ penalties in
wave drag. If the airfoil is not sufficiently thin, however, corrections
‘w
are necessary snd higher order theories have been developed to fill the
need (see ref. 3 for a resum6). Second, and more important for the
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present discussion, linearized theory reqpires, in general, that the Mach
.
rnuuberbe sufficiently removed from unity that the flow is either purely
subsonic or purely supersonic. If both subsonic and supersonic velocities ~.
occur in different parts of a single flow field, the flow is said to be
trsnsonic and the results of neither ldnear theory nor the existing
higher order theories =re, even qtitative~> in ~~ent ~th the
experimentally observed flows.
Transonic flows have been studied successflildyby consideration of a
simplified, although still nonlinear, theory that was origfial~ conceived
in an effort to provide a useful first approximation for the pressures and
forces on thin wings sad slender bodies in itiviscidflows with free-stream
Mach number very near unity (see ref. 4 for a short resum; ). More recent
developments described in references 5, 6, 7, 8, snd elsewhere have show
that the useful range of this theory can be extended to include subsonic
snd supersonic flows if slightly different approximations are employed in
the derivation of the fundamental equations. Although the resulting theory
is commonly designated as transonic small disturbance theory, or more
briefly as transonic flow theory, it is actmy a ~ified th~ry for s~b-
sonic, supersonic, or trsnsonic flow around thin wings and slender bodies,
and is moreover, the simplest theory pmpsed to ~te that iS capable of
yielding reliable results throughout that Mach number range.
This formulation of trsmsonic flow theo~ provides a set of egyations
that differs from that of linear theory by the addition of one nonlinear
term in the differential eqpation for the perturbation potential.snd in d
the shock relation. If the flow is purely subsonic or purely supersonic,
solutions of the equations of transonic flow theory can be sought by appli-
cation of existing methods for approximating the solutions of the exact P
equations of compressible inviscid flow. If the flow is transonic, how-
ever, the results obtained by application of these methods are at wide
variance with those observed experimentally snd it is necessary to devise
new and appropriate methods of solution. Although methods of the succes-
sive approximation type have recently been developed that can be applied
to transonic flows (e.g., refs. 9 and 10), the principal method that has
been employed in the theoretical analysis of such flows involves the use
of the hdfograph transformation by means of which the nonlinear equation
for the perturbation potential is transformed into a linear differential
equation of mixed elliptic-hyperbolictype, the Tricomi equation. Although
the resulting bcund~-value problem is still very difficult to solve,
this method has been applied with considerable_success in the study of
transonic flow around wedge end flat-plate airfoils and a number of spec-
ific results have been given in recent years by Guderley snd Yoshihara,
Vincenti aud Wagoner, Cole, and others (see ref. IL for a resum~). Exten-
sion of this method to permit calculation of transonic flows around arbi-
trary airfoils with curved boundaries appears, however, to be a difficult
task. .
The present analysis is based on a novel method of approximation that
avoids most of the difficulties of existing procedures while still preserv- “3
ing much of the nonlinear effects in the solution. Sufficient stiplicity
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is gained by restricting attention to surface pressures and to flows that
are either purely subsonic, purely supersonic, or have a free-stream Mach
< nmiber near 1, that results cen be obtained in closed analytical.form for
tith the direct problanof calculating the pressure distribution on an air-
foil of given shape, and the inverse ~roblem of calculating the shape of
en airfoil associated with a given yressure distribution. Inasmuch as the
qit~e of the errors introduced by use of the appromtion procedures
is not evaluated in sJJ_cases by mathematical considerations, the useful-
ness eud accuracy of the results are damnstrated by the calculation of
the pressure distribution and drag for many different airfoil.shayes and
by comparison with existing theoretical and experimental results.
Of the theoreti.cslresults available for comparison, only two are
exact. They are the simple-wave solutio~ for supersmic flows without
shock waves, and the variation of pressure with Mach nmnber at Mach nuu-
ber 1. The present method yields both of these results exactly within the
framework of trasonic small disturbance theory.
Although the existing results mentioned almve for wedge airfoils at
Mach number 1 contain certain approximations beyond those implicit in the
use of the equations of transonic flow theory, the influence of these
approximations appears to be minor and the results are generally consid-
ered to be very nearly exact solutions of these equations. The present
method produces results for this case that are in substantial agreement
with these previous theoretical results. In contrast to the hodograph
-5
methods, the necessary steps are sufficiently sim@e, moreover, that
results can also be obtdned for sonic snd near sonic flow sround arbitrary
+ airfoi~ tith curved boundaries. Since yrevious theoretical information
for such cases is meager, comparisons are msAe with a large nuniberof
experimental results. In general, the theoretical results found by appli-
cation of the present method lle within the range of experimental scatter
of the data.
~ the subsonic range, no exact solutions sx’eavailable for flow
around a thin airfoil. Comparisons sxe made: therefore, with pressure
correction formulas, such as that of K&m&n-Tsien, and with higher
approxhmtions obtd.ned by iteration methods.
A simple heuristic account of the genersl method and extensive dis-
cussion of the results sre contained in the main text. Additional details
concerning the underlying basis for the genersl procedures are contained
in the Appendix.
PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS
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local Mach number
free-stream Mach number
exponent in the relations for airfoil ordinates given by equa-
tions (~) and (61)
static pressure
free-stream static pressure
resultant local velocity
maximum thiclmess of profile
free-stream velocity
perturbation velocity
respectively
value of u obtained
value of u obtained
value of u obtained
value of x at which
joined
components parallel to x and z axes,
by solution of equation (21)
by solution of equation (8)
by solution of eqyation (39)
parabolic and hyperbolic solutions are
,.
r
.
Q
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Cartesia coordinates where x exkends in the direction of the
free-stresm velocity
value of x at which the local velocity is sonic
ordinates of the upper surface of the airfoil
gammafunction
ratio of specific
semiapex angle of
heats, for air y = 1.4
wedge airfoil
dC
pressure gradient, - ~
d(x/c)
[%2( 7+1)T]213
free-stream density of air
thichess ratio, t/c
perturbation velocity potential.
Subscripts
values associated with critical Mach number-
vsLues associatd with incompressible flow or with ~~
values given by linearized compressible flow theory
vslues associated with
values associated with
values associated with
Mm=l
maximum ordinate of airfoil
~m=O, or with Mm.l
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FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Consider the steady flow of an inviscid compressible gas past an
arbitrary thin symmetrical nonlifting airfoil, smd introduce Cartesian
cootiinates x and z with the x axis parallel to the direction of the
.kLx
o
Sketch (a)
condition indicates that (p
free-stream, as illustrated in sketch (a).
Let the free-stream velocity snd density
be Um and pm, the ~rturbation potential
be q, and the perturbation velocity compo-
nents parallel to the x ad z axes be qy,
or u, and cpz,or w, where the subscript
indicates differentiation. The boundary con-
ditions reqpire that the perturbation veloc-
ities vanish at infinity, and that the flow
be tangential to the wing surface. The first
is constant at infinity. The latter condition
csn be approximated for th& wings by
(1)
where Z represents the ordinates of
pressure coefficient ~ is likewise
.
it’
u
the airfoil u~er surface. The
a~roximated to first order by
These relations are fsmiliar from Mnear theory,
transonic thin airfoil theory. The differential
the same as in llnear theory, however, but is
(2)
but apply equally for
equation for cp is not
where & is the Mach nwnber of the undisturbed
of specific heats (1.4 for air). It is useful to note that”the coeffi-
cient of q= corresponds, in the present approximation, to l-~
where M is the local Mach number.
mo (3)
flow snd 7 is the ratio
Khowledge of methods for obtaining solutions of equation (3) is
meager, not only because the equation is nonlinear, but because it can
change type (elliptic, hyperbolic), depending on the value of M& and qx.
This chsmge of
subsonic flows
type is an essential feature of trsnsonic flow, since ‘-
are represented by elliptic equations snd supersonic flows
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by hyperbolic equations. If lmth types of flow occur in a single flow
field, it is a~parent that the differential eqpation must change type.
i In the present case, the type of the equation is recognized by the sign
of the total
1-
coefficient of ~, as follows:
[
>0 elliptic (subsonic)
%!2 -%’%. (4)
— Um A
[
<0 hyperbolic (supersonic)
An important quantity in the discussion of compressible flows is the
critical pressure coefficient ~cr associated with the local occurrence
of sonic velocity. The appropriate relation is found by conibinationof
equation (2) snd the relation obtained by equating the coefficient of q=
in equation (3) to zero, and is
‘%
2(1 -~=)
cr = - W’(7 + 1) (5)
b trsnsonic and supersonic flows, it is slso necessary, in general,
to provide an additional equation for the disconttiuous changes in veloc-
ity that occur at shock surfaces. The necessary equations, when simpli-
fied to the form consistent with the approximations of transonic flow
theory, reduce to
J
where the subscripts a and b refer to the values on the two sides of
the shock surface. With the exception of the A~dix and minor refer-
ences in the main text, equation (6) is not employed explicitly in the
following analysis and discussion because attention is confined to
(a) purely subsonic flows in which no shocks occur, (b) purely supersonic
flows in which shock waves can be approximated with good accuracy by isen-
tropic compressions, and (c) flows with free-stresm Mach number near 1 in
which the shock wave~ are situated either downstresmor far upstream of
the airfoil.
The remainder of the present paper is concerned with the approximate
solution of the yreceding eqmtions and with comparison of the results
obtained in specific applications with existing theoretical snd experi-
mental results. Purely supersonic flows are discussed first because the
method of approximation @elds the exact equivalent, in transonic approx-
.
imation, of simple wave theory. Purely subsonic flows are discussed next
because of the close relationship between the results for this and the
“7 preceding case. Flows with free-stresm Mach number near 1 are treated
last.
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StIH3RSONICFLOWS
Approximate Solution of Equations
It is convenient in the szmlysis of supersonic flows to introduce
the symbol 1= as an abbreviation for the negative of the coefficient
of q=
(7)
and rewrite equation (3) in the form:
“A@lu + 9== = o (8)
It is now assumed that AH is neither zero nor infinite snd that it varies
sufficiently slowly that its derivatives can be disregarded so that it cm
be considered, tempaarily, as a constant. At this stage, the prablem is
equivalent to that encountered in linearized supersonic airfoil theory
(it is identical if AH is replaced by %2-1) and the solution u= at
the airfoil surface is
Differentiation yields
dUH Um d2Z
—=- ——
dx & -2
If, now,
the local
on u is
%2-1 + ku is restored in place of
value for AH is used at each point
droyped, equation (10) becomes
It is immediately apparent that a certain degree
played in the p=ce~~ng steps end that diffe;ent
depending, for instsmce, or whether %2-1 + ku
—
(9)
(lo)
so that, in effect,
the subscript H
(11)
of arbitrariness is dis-
results will be obtained
is substituted fOr AH
.
Y
in equation (10) as above, or in eqyation (9), or in other equations ‘-
obtained by further differentiation or integration of equation (9). It
is shown in the Appendix, however, that the error involved in the preced- *
ing steps can be assessed e~ctly by examination of the remainder terms
that have been omitted in writing equations (9) and (10). The advisabil-
ity of using equation (n) is assured by the fact that the error is,shown F
to vanish, in the absence of shock waves, if AH is replaced by &2-l+ku
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in eqyation (10), but not in equation (9). This conclusion becomes imme-
diately evid~t, furthermore, upon recognition of the fact that equa-
3 tion (n) is the counterpart, in trarmonic small disturbance theory, of
a fundsmntal. differential equation that occurs in the analysis of Prandtl-
Meyer and s~le wave flows (see, e.g., ref. 12, p. 87 or ref. 13, pp. 190
slld212). Equation (U_) is a nonlinear ordinary differential equation
for u that can be solved easily be separation of variables. The result
is
(12)
where C is a constant of integration. In applications of equation (X2)
to flows that are supersonic everywhere, perhaps the nmst logical method
for the evaluation of this constsnt is to use the expression between u
end dZ/dx provided at the leading edge by the transonic approximation
to the shock relation, that is by eqpation (6) with ~ and Wa equated
to zero, ub to (u)x=, and wb to Um(dZ/dx)_. The result given by
eqyation (12) with C! evaluated in this way corresponds, to the degree
of approximation afforded.by use of transonic small disturtice theory,
to shock-~sion theory. An alternative procedure that leads to a
somewhat simpler result possessing very nearly equal accuracy is to eval-
uate C by use of the result indicated by equation (9) that u . 0
+ where d!Z/dx= O for any nonsingular AE; thus
Sk (%’-1)9”C=z
whence
\[
11
; -(%2-1) + (l&-l)s’2 - ; kum * 2’3u=—
(13)
(14)
The corresponding relation for the pressure coefficient C$ is obtained
by combination of equations (2) snd (14), snd is
[[
2/3
%= 2
%%+1) (&’-l).
(~2-1)”/2
- ; %2(7+1) $!&
11
(15)
It should be noted that the restriction to supersonic flow imposed in the
evaluation of C end in the ineqpal.ityof equation (7) requires that
eqyation (15) is to be applied only to cases for which the qyantity in
the square brackets, that is, [(&’-l) ‘i’ - (3/2)l&2(y+l)(dZ/&c)], is
~sitive.
10
Comparison With Existing Higher
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Approximations
Eqyation (15) is ~ecognized, by comparison with eqpation (3-15) of
reference 3, page 387, as the precise equivalent, in the trsnsonic small
.16 .08 -.08 -.16
Ciz
/ m/
.2
Eq.(15)
———Exact simple——
q wave theory
<
/
.4
Sketch (b)
disturbance approximation,
of simple wave theory for
the surface pressure on an
airfoil in supersonic flow.
Exact sim~le wave theory Is
known, moreover, to be per-
fectly adeqyate for all
practical yurposes up to a
Mach number of 3, whiah is
considerably in excess of
the present rauge of inter-
est. Within this Mach num-
ber range, the results
obtained by use of shnple
wave theory are slmost iden-
tical with those obtatned by
use of shock-expansion
theory. Comparisons of the
variations of ~ with dZ/dx
indicated by exact simple
wave theory shd ~ eqpa-
tion (15) are shown in
sketch (b) for several Mach
numbers from 1 to 2. As
might be anticipated, the
two sets of results are in
close agreement for Mach
numbers near 1, and differ
by an increasing smount
with increasing Mach number.
Although the necessary
given rose, simple wave
Many calculations are based
calculations are very easy to accomplish in
theory is not always-used-in actual-practice.
on linear theory or Busemann1S second-order
.
Ii
‘Comparison discloses that the quantity 2(7+1) that a~ears in eq,ua-
?tion (1~) is represented by 7+1 in equation 3-15) of reference 3. The
difference is associated tith a corresponding difference in the coeffi-
cient k of the nonlinear term of equation (3). Although the two coeffi- .
cients are identiccilat M&=L, -“might appear to be eqyally consistent
with the other assumptions of trsnsonic flow theory, it has been shown in
references 5, 6$ 7, 8, and elsewhere that the approximation obtained by use P
of ~2(7+1) is much the better of the two for Mach numbers other than 1.
NACA TN 3970 U
1 -.4
Mm=L4
G
-2.
.16 .06
t
A
A
/
— Eq.(15)
— Exactsimple wave theory
— Linear theory
—-— 2nd orcjertlqry
–— 4th “ “
Sketch (c)
theory. Consequently, a ddition~ set of graphs iS sho~ fi sketch (c)
in which the curves of sketch (b) are repeated together with the corre-
spontig curves calculated by use of first- and second-order theory. No
comparisons are shown for M# because the latter theories indicate
infinite pressures. It can be seen that equation (15) furnishes a better
approximation than linear theory throughout the entire range of variables
shown on sketch (c) ad a better approximation than second-order theory
for Mach numbers less than about 1.4. It can be seen that second-order
theory furnishes a very poor approx~tion for ~ at wch n~bers
approaching unity.
In
labeled
order to explore this behavior further> two addition~ c~es
“third order” snd “fourth order,” calculated ustig the fom~as
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of references 14 end ls~2 are included on the graph of sketch (c), even
.
though they must be interpreted in a somewhat more restricted sense then
the other curves. To be more precise, the third-ofier curve is restricted
to airfoils for which dZ/dx is zero at the leading edge, and the fourth-
V
order curve to airfoils for which lmth dZ/dx snd d2Z/dx2 are zero there.
It is clear from this sketch that the accuracy of second-order theory at
Mach numbers near unity is not improved by addition of higher order terms.
The explanation resides in the fact that the larger values of ldz/tiI
shown on the graphs of sketch (c) exceed the radius of convergence of the
power series expension for ~ feral.l butthehQhestM achnumbershown.
With the noted restrictions on the leading edge, the higher order results
of sketch (c] are equivalent to the first few terms of a power series
expansion, in terms of dZ/dx, of the expression for ~ indicated by
exact &Lmple wave theory. The radius of convergence of the series-de~ends,
of course, on the Mach number
ciated with the occurrence of
on sketches (b) azxl(c), with
curve. The failure of higher
of purely mathematical origin
andisgiven bythe value of ldZ/dxl asso-
sonic flow or, in terms of the curves shown
the termination of the left end of the exact
order theories at negative dz/dx iS thus
and has no direct physical significance. —
Additional Properties of Approximate Solution
Equation (15) has some additional interesting properties worth notdmg.
Of the two major components of the right-hand side, the first is recognized #
upon comparison with equation (5) as the expression for %“ Since the
remaining term is zero when ~ = ~cr, it follows that thec&pression for w
the critical value for dZ/dx associated with the occurrence of sonic
velocity at a given Mach number ~ is
()dz 2(l&)s’2Zcr= 3%32(7+1) (16)
It follows, furthermore, that a curve representing the variation of ~
with ~ for a given dZ/dx, and hence a given point on the airfoil,
approaches infinite slope as ~ approaches ~cr.
An alternative form for eqyation (15) that is useful for some pur-
poses is the following which expresses ~ in terms of the linear-theory
solution
%
rather them dZ/dx.
{[
~ - 2(&%) ~- ~ 3 &2(7.tl) 2/3
..—
g= 4 ~%1 %] }
(17)
2Attention of those who refer to reference 15 is caU.ed to the fact
that the first term appearing in the fourth-order coefficient ~ of
equation (29) should be 2/3 rather than 1/3. This term is written
correctly in the numerical example given in equation (135).
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where
13
~=&E
This relation can be writt~ h ~~~what ~re con~ise fo~ if -ressed
h terms of the transonic similarity peunameters ~ ad ~m, thus
L
where
[%=(7+1) ]l/s
%= ~2/s
. — ,2/37 -(- ~ 3–%-.—4 Em)1
k&-1
[&2(7+l)712’a
end T refers to the thickness ratio. Critical values for ‘~ and ‘~-
corresponding to the local occurrence of sonic velocity are e~ily rec~g-
nized to be the following:
(19)
SmsmIc mxws
Approximate Solution of Equations
The procedure described in the preceding section will now be applied
to the anslysis of subsonic flows. Thus, introduce the s~bol ~E as ~
abbreviation for the coefficient of cp~
2 y+l
AE =L~2-lq ~ Cpx = l-@%su>o
co
and rewrite eqyation (3) as follows:
If it is a&in assumed that ~E is
varies sufficiently slowly that its
(23)
(21)
neither zero nor infinite and that it
derivatives can be disregarded, the
problem iS
. theory and
-1
equivalent to that encomtered in linearized subsonic airfoil
the solution UE at the airfoil surface is
(22)
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where the subscript i refers to the values for M@. Differentiation
yields
(23)
If, in the same manner as described for the supersonic case, l-M&2-ku
is restored in place of AE so that, in effect, the local value for ~E
is used at each pint, and the subscript E on u is dropped, equation (23)
becomes
(24)
As in the previous discussion of supersonic flows, the error terms are
omitted in writing the preceding relations, but are included in a more
complete presentation of the eqpations given in the Appendix. Once again,
the resulting relation is a nonlinear ordinary differential equation that
can be solved readily by sep=ation of variables
-$ (1-&2-ku)s’2 =Ui+c (25)
In applications to flows that are subsonic everywhere, the constant of
integration C! is evaluated by use of the result indicated by equa-
tion (22) that @ where ui=O for smy nonsingular AE, thus
,, c= -: (M@”
In this way, the following relation is obtained between u snd ui
[[
1 H&’% (1443’/2 2/3u=-
k
-: kui
11.
(26)
(27)
The corresponding
by combination of
relation for the pressure coefficient ~ is obtained
equations (2) and (27) and is
[[
2/a
% (l-l&’) - (L&2)”’2+ : J@(y+l)cpi‘-&
11
where
(28)
,
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In the ssme way as noted for supersonic flows following equation (15),
the restriction to subsonic flow imposed in the evaluation of C W by
the inequality of equation (20) requires that equation (28) be applied
only to cases where the quantity in the square bracket is pasitive.
This result possesses several simple, but interesting, properties.
First of all, the leading temn of an expsnsion of equation (28) in a
series involving ascending powers of C& is precisely the fsnlliar
Prandtl-Glauert rule of linearized subs%ic compressible flow theory
~Pi
‘==
(29)
The coefficients of succeeding terms, however, do not agree Wfth those
givenby the method of successive approximation. Neti, the first of the
two major components of the right-hand manber of equation (28) is recog-
nized, just as in the supersonic case, as the expression for the crftfc~
pressure coefficient ~fiw. Since the remaining term is zero when
%=%C.Jit follows
assoc~&d with the
ber I& is
that-%he expression for the critical value for hi
occurrence of sonic velocity at a given Mach num-
(30)
It maybe noted that this vslue is just two-thirds of that obtatned by
use of equation (5) together with the Prandtl-Glauert rule. It follows,
furthermore, that a curve illustrating the variation of ~ with & for
a given ~i, and hence a given point on the airfoil surface, approaches
infinite slo~e as ~ approaches ~cr. This latter behavior si~ifies
that a power series expsnsion of the result win only converge for Mach
nmbers less thsn the critical. Last, the following result is obtained
if equation (28) is expressed in terms of the subsonic hem theory solu-
tion
%
rather than %f
-2(1-IQ=)
CP =
&2(7+l) [
3 &2(7+l)
2/s
1- l+-—
4 l-&2 %1 ] (3Q
where
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Note that the relation between ~ and
.
%
indicated by equation (31) for
subsonic flows is precisely the ssme as g ven by equation (17) for super-
sonic flows. It follows hmnediately 3
that the corresponding expression in
terms of the_transonic similarity
parameters ~ and Em given by eqpa-
ti.on(lfj)applies to subsonic, as well
as supersonic flows. In order to
illustrate the nature of the results
indicated by equation (18), a plot of
the variation of ~with~m for
various ‘T!&~~ is shown in
sketch7d). Although the remarkable
Sketch (d) symmetry almut &O is a consequence
of expressing the results in terms of
the trensonic similarity parameters,i
J\
-B the general symmetry remains, although
t -.6~ in somewhat distorted form, when Cp
%s~ \% is plotted as a function of & for
-.4 \
\ consted Ch~R. Such a plot
-.2 / .2 \
-
,.z is shown in sketch (e).
o .2 .4. 6. 6 !2 L4%16 L6 2.0
2- ,2 ~ 2\ \ / .4 Cmqparison With Existing l
.4— . ~ .4 @lf3) Higher A~roximations
\ \.6 w
B The remainder of the present sec-
Sketch (e) tion on subsonic flows is concerned
with an evaluation of the degree of
accuracy achieved by use of equation (28). This discussion is handicapped
somewhat by the fact that all other theories for subsonic flows around air-
foils are also approximate and that no exact solut:ons are known. Perhaps
the most wi.delyused highe; a~roximation is the Karm&n-Tsien rule. (See
r$fst 3 and ti for a resume.) Although the traditional derivation of the
Karmsm-Tsien rule is based on the hodograph method, it is not without
interest to observe that the K.&m&-Tsien rule can & obtained by use of
the present procedures together with the three assumptions introduced in
the original derivation. These are: (a) that y cen be approximated
by -1 in the expression for the speed of sound, (b) that the perturbation
velocities are small, ad (c) that the Mach number can be considered small
in the evaluation of additional effects of compressibilitybeyond those
indicated by Idne= theory. The stsrtfng point is equation (3) wi h the
coefficient of 9X 2replaced by the approximate relation for 1- ,
where M is the local Mach number, affordedby use of assumptions (a)
snd (b). The necessary relation can be derived from the energy equation
l
&+cF_%2+um2
y-l 2 ~ T
(32) s
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.
where
!12= (um+u)2 + W2
by setting 7 = -1, whence
a2=~2-Ums+q2
and
1-%2l-M2&~=
l-&2+&2 (q2/um2)
Note that this approximation does not permit
x
l-&2
l+~=(u/um)
the
finite q/Urn sad with & different from unity.
relation for 1-M2 in place of ~ in equation
yields
~“*~+
(33)
attainment of M=l with
Substitution of this
(23) and integration
c (34)
The constant of titegration is again evaluated by setting u=O where ui=o,
whence C equals unity. Solution for u and introduction of the rela-
tion between u and ~ given by eqpation (2) yieldsb
* cp=a[-,a%)==::,,)’35)
Replacement of %2 in the second term in the denominator by
2@-=)
is consistent with assumption (c) and leeds directly to
the familiar expression for the K&&.n-Tsien rule
%f
‘= Jz+(l-J*)(5i/2)
(36)
This rule, in common with the Prandtl-Glauert rule and the present result
given in equation (28), is termed a pressure correction for&la because k
~ and & withis given in terms of -
shape. A comparison of ~he variations
.
no further dependence on airfoil F
of Cp with & indicated by these
I-8 NACATN 3970
-1.2 Ck. \ three relations is shown in
-Cpcrq.E (5)
Exac?lsen@pic--j sketch (f). A great many
I
other pressure-correction
— Eq.(28) “;,1 formulas having widely vary-
-.8-
----—-Prandtl-Glauert ing properties have also been
——— Kdrmdn-Tsien proposed in recent years.
% One that yields remilts in
closer agreement with eq.ua-
-.4 tion (28) than t$e Prandtl-
Glauert or the Kazm&-Tsien
rule has been given by Garrick
and Kaplsm in reference 17.
A curve illustrating their
10 restits is included on
sketch (f).
.4— — — A second important
~ ~
--- method that has been used
to obtain higher approxima-
---
\~\ ‘ tions for subsonic pressure
.8 \ distributions on thin air-
foils is the method of suc-
Sketch (f) cessive approximation in
which the solution is
expressed in a power series in thickness ratio. In this method, the first
term is the result given by linear theory, and the coefficients of succes-
+
sive terms are determined by iteration. Higher approximations cannot be
e~ressed in terms of cPi snd ~ in such a simple and universal manner k
as with the pressure-correction formulas, but depend on the airfoil shape
in a more explicit manner. Although a relatively simple snd genersl pro-
cedure for the evaluation of the second approximation has recently been
given by Vsm Dyke (ref. 18), the determination of the third approximation
has been accomplished for only a few special shapes. One of these is the
nonlifting symmetrical circular-arc secticm for which the second approxi-
mation has been given by Esntzsche and Wendt (ref. 19) and the thfrd
approximation by Asaka (refs. 20, 21, and 22).3 Sketch (g) shows a com-
pariscm of the variations of ~ wi~h ~ at the midpoint of such em air-
foil having a thickness ratio T of 0.10, as indicated by equation (28)
and by the first, second, and third approxhations. It csn be seen that
the results obtained by use of equation (28) are identical to those given
by the first approximation (or linear theory) for small lkch numbers, but
depart therefrom with increasing Mach number and are much closer to the
higher approximations for Mach nmbers near the critical. It should be
noted that the curves labeled first, second, and third order represent
the results indicated by successive approxhations to the solution of the
%l?heresults for the third approximation given in the present report .
differ from those obtainable directly from the expressions given in either
reference 20 or 21 and 22 due to the correction of some misprints. These
corrections have been verified by correspondence with the author.
9
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exact equation for invlscid.compress-
ible flow. It is also of interest to
coqare the results indicated by
equation (28) with those indicated by
successive approximations to the
solution of the simplified equations
of transonic small disturbance theory.
The latter results csm be calculated
by use of the following expression,
which is readily derived from Asaka*s
result by taking the limitbg fom
consistent with the approximations of
transonic flow theory:
\
-.6
CpwExact Isentmpic
I I 1
Eq.(28)-
/
% - / -
-2
—[st order
——znd “
— 3rd “
o .2
4 & “6 ‘8 ‘o
Sketch (g)
()10 1 (Y+mtm2~,CP=.A-L—.. -. —‘i&i? ‘2 2 (’-~’)’ -
[(1 ‘81+7 )(~zn2 +~= )1(7+1)‘k’+ 4.W82 108 #g (1.-~2)7/2~ + . . .
(y+l)M&2T2- ~6339 (y+l)%&’T3
= - ‘.ptip~ - 0.5132—
m
(14432 “ (1-~’) 7/2
(37)
It csn be seen that the curve h
sketch (h) indicated by equation (28)
is somewhat higher thsn even that
representing the third a~roximat ion,
but evaluation of its accuracy
remains difficult because neither the
exact solution nor an qper bound.for
the results is provided by the clas-
sical method of successive approxha-
tion. Attention is called to the
fact that recent developments in
transonic flow theory permit the
establishment of sn upper bound by
application of an alternative method
of successive ap~roximation that
I I I 1
w
~ Eq.(5)
-.6 -~
Circular-arc T=.10
%
-.4
/ ~ \
-2
--— [sf order
——2nd =
,), ,
Eq. (37)
—-— 3rd “
o .2
‘4 WI .6 .8 1’0
Sketch (h)
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involves the solution of quadratic, rather than linear, equations at each
.
step of the iteration process. This process, based on the methods employed
in reference 9, is described in the Appendix, snd additional results are #
given for the specific case considered in sketch (h).
FLOWS mTHFREE-sTREAMMAcFi mm NEAR 1
The snslyses of supersonic and subsonic flows given in the preceding
sections have started by introduction of a symbol A for the coefficient
of 9= and the assumption that X is nonsingular and varies suffi-
ciently slowly that it can be regazikd as a constant in the initial stages
of the analysis. Since the results so obtained terminate if A=O, or
physically if sonic-velocity occurs in the flow field, it is immediately
clear that some change is necessary to study flows with free-stresm Mach
nunibernear 1 where the tr-sition from subsonic to supersonic flow is an
essential feature. The technique adopted is to introduce the swbol AP
as an abbreviation for the coefficien~ of 9X
whence equation (3) may be written as follows:
TZz - @px = -(1-%’)(1)= =
rather thsn Pn; thus -
fp (39)
that
by a
If attention is confined to flows with free-stresm Mach number 1 so
the right-hsnd side of equation (39) vanishes and if Ap is replaced
constant, the resulting relation given by equation (39) is a linear
partial differential equation of parabolic type that is familiar from the
study of one-dimensional unsteatfyconduction of heat. If approximate
solutions for flows with free-stresm Mach number 1 are sought in this way~
the analysis proceeds through considerations that are generally ay@ied
to parabolic differential equations, and is, in some sense, intermediate
between the mixed el~ptic-hyperbolic type of the transonic equation.
The idea of u~ing the equation for heat conduction for the study of trsm-
sonic flows in this way is not new, but apparently originated with
Oswatltsch, who suggested it to Behrbohm for the snalysis of internal
flows of nozzles (refs. 23 and 24). The ssme idea has been applied more
recently by Oswatitsch snd Keme (refs. 25, 26, and 27) to calculate the
“
*
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flow around the forepart of slender bodies of revolution at free-stresm
Mach number 1, and they have shown that the results are in remarkable
. agreanent with those measured on the frent half of a circular-=c body
of revolution. Although the parsmeter Ap is regarded throughout as a
constant, and various means are proposed for the selection of au appropri-
ate value, it develops that the numerical res~t for the PreBs~es on the
forward part of typicsl smooth bodies of revolution depends so slightly
on the actual choice that almost ay reasonable value can be used for Ap.
If flows with free-stresm Mach number different from unity are con-
sidered so that the right-hand side of equation (39) remains, aud if Ap
is again replaced by a constarb, the resulting differential equation is
linear ad is of e~ptic or hyperbolic type depending on whether the
free-stream Mach number, rather than the local Mach numiber,is less than
or greater thsn unity. Maeder and Thommen (ref. 28) have suggested that
this linearized eqpation, or its counterpart ti three dimensions, be
applied, together with a new smd arbitrary rule for the selection of a
value for Ap, to calculate the pressure distribution on complete bodies
of revolution snd on airfoils in two-dimensional flows. The selection
of an appropriate vslue for Ap is much more critical for these problems
than for those discussed origintiy by Oswatitsch and Keune, however, and
the replacement of Ap by a constant results not only in serious loss of
accuracy in many applications, but slso in loss of certain essential gen-
ersl features of the solution. In general, results obtained by repl.ac-
tig Ap, or &@x, with a constant appear to be remarkably accufate if theb
resulting values calculated for au~x sre, indeed, nearly constant over
most of the chord. If, on the other hsnd, &@x varies substsntiall.y
l
over the chord, no choice of a single value for Ap will suffice to pro-
vide a useful.result. This point is developed further in the course of
the following discussion and in the Appendix. Some criticisms of the
above procedure, although principally from a different point of view,
have appeared in a note bylfiles (ref. 29).
In the present analysis, it is assumed once again that Ap is non-
singular smd that it varies sufficiently slowly that it can be considered
as a constsnt in the initial stages of the smslysis in which a nonlinear
ordinary differential.equation is established for u on the airfoil sur-
face. The final result for u is determinedly integration of this dif-
ferential eq~tion and restores, to a large degree, the effects of the
variation of Ap &Long the chord. The result for the first stage of the
snalysis requires the solution of eqution (39) subject to the boundary
conditions given in equation (1) snd cm be obtained by sqplication of
standard procedures. The solution has two distinct forms depending on
the sign of hp. The form associated with positive Ap is appropriate
for application to regions where the flow is accelerating, whereas that
associated with negative Ap may be appropriate for application to
* regions where the flow is decelerating. The analysis of accelerating flow
will be developed first. The direct problem in which the airfoil shape
is specified and the pressure distribution is sought, snd the inverse
“
problem in which the pressure distribution is specified and the associated
airfoil shape is sought are discussed for each case.
.
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Accelerating Flows, Direct Problems
Approximate solution of equations for arbitrary airfoil shape.- A
relation for u at the airfoil surface derived by considerationof equa-
tion (39) with positive Ap, the boundsry conditions stated in equa-
tion (1), and the form of Greents theorem associated with the left side
of equation (39) (see Appendix) is
where
The two alternative expressions for ~ are completely eqtiva,lent. The
first is more concise and will be used in the following equations, but
the second is often somewhat simpler to evaluate. If the free-stream
Mach number is unity, the double integrsl vanishes and up can be cal-
culated directly. The result so obtained corresponds to that found by
application of Maeder and Thomments proposal of reference 28. (It should
be noted, however, that the general expression for q given in refer-
ence 28 is incorrect owing to improper treatment of plus snd minus signs.)
If the free-stream Mach number is not unity, equation (40) is an
integral equation, and it might ap~ear that little progress toward a
solution has been made. If attention is confined to the vicinity of the
airfoil and to Mach numbers near unity, however, it is only necessary to
appro-te ~~~ well locally and it is sufficient to substitute Ap/k
*
*
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‘or %
or &@~ in the double integral. The integral csn then be
d evaluated and the following relationship results:
(41)
If, once sgeim, kux is restored in place of Xp so that, in effect, the
Iocsl vahue is used at each point, snd the subscript P on u is dropped,
a simple nonlinear ordinary differential equation is obtained for u
Equation (42) can be written in the follmdng form upn rearranging
terms and sqyaring both sides.
[
u - (~-%2)Um 2 du Um”
&2(7+l) 1dx-*2(7+1)
(*Jx ~~
(42)
the
(43)
As in the other cases, eqps.tion (43) C= be solved readily by separation
of variables, and the constant of integration can be evsluated by intro-
* duction of the additional condition that equation (41) provides the cor-
rect location x=& for the sonic ~oint, or point where
u=(l-&2)U~&2(7+l) . The result is
l
where x* is the value for x for which
(45)
This method of evaluation of the constsnt of integration is completely
snalogous to that employed in the s.nslysisof subsonic and supersonic
flows, and is necessary h the szmlysis of flows with free-stream Mach
number near 1 in order to avoid infinite pressure gradients at the point
of sonic velocity on smooth airfoils. This method, moreover, provides a
mechanism for the introduction of direct upstream dependence on airfoil
shape in the subsonic region, and its exclusion in the supersonic region.
.
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The corresponding
by combination of
-2(1-M&2) -2
CP = %02(7+1)
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relation for the pressure coefficient & is obtained
equations (2) and-(~] and is &
.
.
An alternative expression in terms of the transonic similarity parameter
= 2gm + Ep
&o
(47)
The variation of ~ with & expressed by e-quation(47) is exact, within
the approximation of transonic small disturbsmce theory, for flows with
free-stresm Mach numbers very near unity, and is associated with the fact
that the local Mach number distribution on an airfoil is independent of
l
the free-stresm Mach number at values of the latter near unity. This
phenomenon has been discussed previously in references 30, 31, 6, s.nd w
elsewhere.
Once ~ is known, the pressure drag d can be readily calculated
by use of the following relation
d
cd =
1’
2C
~- %’
L Umac c o CP d’
2
(u)
Application to single-wedge airfoils.- Sufficient theoretical and
experimental results are available at the present time to provide consid-
erable insight into the accuracy snd usefulness of equation (~) or (47).
The shape for which the greatest amount of information is available is
the single-wedge profile for which both theoretic&L and experimental pres-
sure distributions are available. Thus, con-
sider a single-wedge profile of maximum
I thickness t and chord c/2 as illustrated
in sketch (i). The ordinates of the airfoil
01 ~ Lt
.,
2 upper surface are
Sketch (i)
.M
.
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z.tz. ~ for O <x< c/2
c
z = t/2 = TC/2 for x> c/2 1
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(49)
snd the stiapex angle @ is equal, to the order of accuracy of thin air-
foil theory, to r. Substitution of equation (49) for Z into equa-
tions (45) and (46) provides that the sonic point is at the shoulder
(x+$=c/2)aud that the pressure distribution on the surface of the wedge
at free-stres,mMach numbers near 1 is
A plot of the results for Mach
number 1 is shown in sketch (j)
together with the corresponding
theoretical results given by
Guderley md Yoshihara in refer-
ence 32. Although some approxima-
tions are introduced in the course
of the latter analysis, the results
are generally regarded as virtuslly
an exact solution of the equations
of trs.nsonicsmall disturbsmce
theory. Also included in sketch (j)
are experimental results for %.1
obtained in the Iamgley annular trsn-
sotic wind tunnel and reported by Sketch
Habel, Henderson, and Miller ir-ref-
erence 33.
Since the comparisons shown ih
sketch (J) indicate that eqya-
tion (50) provides sn appro~te
solution for the pressure distribu-
tion on a single-wedge profile
at %=1 that is probably satisfac-
tory for most purposes, and since
the variation of ~p with & given
by equation (47) or (~) is exact,
within the .frsneworkof trsnscmic
small disturbance theory, at ~-d,
the principal question remaining in
the evsd.uationof the degree of
approximation afforded by use of
equation (~) is to define the rsmge
of &~ or Mach number, over which
it applies. Accordingly, sketch (k)
has been prepared to summarize the
(50)
Thowy
I — — Eq.(50)
——Ref. 32
q
z - Ex$i-dnsnt mf.33
e=.10
0 Uppersurfaco
3 ~ Lauw swfaca
#mMt
M==l El Uppersurfaco
/ Ef Laww surfaco
4 I
(J)
.~
Sketch (k)
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results given previously by Guderley and Yoshihara for Mach number 1 l
(ref. 32), by Vincenti and Wagoner for Mach numbers slightly greater than
unity (ref. 34), and by Yoshihara for Mach numbers slightly less than
unity (ref. 35). The latter two sets of results were obtained by lengthy
w
numerical calculations and, together with the results for Mach number 1,
are generally regarded as being very close to those that would be given
by exact solutions of the equations OS transonic small disturbance theory.
The results are plotted in terms of C1-2~m so that the pressure di.siri-
butions for Mach numbers very near unity should determine a single line.
It can be seen that the variation of up with ~m indicated by equa-
tion (4.7)or (50) holds until the absolute value of Ejm is nearly one-
half. At greater values, the results begin to tend toward those asso-
ciated with purely subsonic or purely supersonic flows, and equations (47)
and (50) are no longer applicable.
Experimental.messurments of the flow around single-wedge profiles
at free-stresm Mach numbers both less than and greater than unity have
been made by Liepmann and Bryson and reported in references 30 and 31.
Results were obtained for three different profiles having semiapex sngles
of 4-1/2°, 7-1/2°, and 10°. Plots of the ~erimental pressure distri-
butions for the test Mach numbers closest to unity for each profile are
shown in sketch (2) together with the theoretical pressure distribution
-2a6.4+”o0 % =7+o /5
14’ I -– .716 1.130 I
41i I 1 I I I
E!rk4z’
1“ -– 779 1210 I
e=w
1
/
-t
?
— Eq (50)
~~.~
& Mmf I —- -.424 .S92
–- S36 1207
Sketch (Z)
calculated by use of eqyation (~). Additional experimental data for
other Mach numbers are not included on sketch (1) since those shown are
alxeady for values of & that are somewhat outside the rsmge of valid-
ity of equation (~). Only the theoretical results given by equation (~)
are included since examination of the data reveals that these results dif-
fer less from the theoretical results shown on sketch (k), for Mach num-
bers near unity, thsm the experimental curves differ from either set of
theoretical curves, or even than the experimental curves differ among
themselves. Perhaps the most prominent discrepancy is that which occurs
near the shoulder. Theory indicates that sonic velocity (~p-2&==)
occurs at the shoulder, whereas the experimental data, particularly that
of Liepmann end Bryson, consistently indicate that sonic velocity occurs
.
.J
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forward of the
discrepancy is
shoulder. It is
greatest for the
interesting to observe that this
thinnest airfoil tested.
The foregoing results -be contrast~ with those obtainedby
direct use of equation (41) in which case ~-2~m is found to be pro-
portional.to 1/!. It is clear from this comparison that there is no
constant with which Xp csn be replaced that would provide a satisfac-
tory solution for the pressure distribution on a single-wedge airfoil at
free-stream Mach numbers near unity.
The pressure drag of single-wedge profiles at Mach numbers near 1
can be found easily by integration of equation (~) with the relations
given by equations (49) and (~) substituted for zsnd~. The result
is
[&2(7+l) f-~s cd ~~d =
~5/3
“m+ 2(0’” ‘w= 2Em + 1“7% “L)
where I’ represents the gsmma function. This result compares very
favorably with the value of 1.75 for ~m=o, or Mach nunb-er1, given by
Cole in reference 36 as that obtained by numerical integration of the
pressure distribution given by Guderley and Yoshihara in reference 32.
Colets own theory for the drag of a single-wedge airfoil at high subsonic
speeds, which is fundamentally somewhat less accurate than Guderley and
Yoshiharafs theory, gives the value 1.67 for &#.
Application to biconvex circular-arc airfoils.- In addition to data
for three single-wedge profiles, Bryson sbo gives in reference 30 exper-
imental results for trsnsonic flow around the front half of an 8.8-percent
thick biconvex circulsr-src airfoil followed
by a straight sectionas illustrated in
sketch (m). Since the pressure distribution
on the curved portion of this profile is the
ssme at Mach numbers near unity as that on x
the front half of a complete circular-arc
airfoil having the sme thickness ratio, snd
additional experimental data are available
for the latter airfoil althou@ for other Sketch (m)
thickness ratios, the following analysis is
developed for a complete biconvex circular-arc airfoil. It is moreover
sufficient, in
a circular-arc
thin airfoil theory, to approximate the ordinates Z for
airfoil by those for a paratilic-arc airfoil, thus
(52)
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.
/ z=2rc[*-(*)7
.
where r is the thickness ratio as
indicated in sketch (n). Substitution
~t
i
of this reJ.ationfor Z into eqm- k
.,
~
—x tions (45) and (47) yields the following
t - result for the pressure distribution onc the airfoil surface.
Sketch (n)
-E Gketch (o) shows a comparison
of the pressure distributions for
Mach numbers near unity calculated
by use of equation (53) with those
obtained from Br@onts experiments
with the half airfoil. As for the
o ~ single-wedge profile, the results
are again ~lotted in terms of
: 0
“’ t$-2gm since e~rimental results
I are available only for Mach numbers
# somewhat different from unity. It
— Eq.(53) csn be seen by comysxison of
2 A Expwlmcnt sketches (2) snd (o) that the theo-
l?e4.30r*. 08 reticsl and experimental results are
t~ Mm in much better agreement for the
....-
111 -.300 .935 front half of a circular-arc airfoil(t —— .5701.110/ than for single-wedge profiles.
~ Experimentalpressure distributions
4 for tran=onic flow past four complete
Sketch (o) biconvex circular-arc airfoils havingthickness ratios of 6, 8, 10, and
U percent have been given by Michel,
Wchaud, and Le Gallo in refer-
ence 37. Their results for Mach
.
“
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nunber 1 are plotted in
sketch (p) together with
. the theoretical results
calculated by use of equa-
tion (53). These results
are presented in terms
of ~ because transonic
theory indicates that the
pressure distributions for
all four airfoils should
then define a single curve
independent of the thick-
ness ratio. Results for
Mach numbers other thsn
unity are not included on
this plot because the
variation of ~p with ~~
for small f
by equation ~4$%~~.
sequent relations is not
only simple but is amply
verified by the preceding
comparisons and by similsr
Experiment [#)zmaX=.50
ref. 37-4 - Ir
o .M
El .08
m
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Sketch (p)
discussions elsewhere in the literature of transonic flow. It can be
l
seen that the theoretical amd experimental results are in substantial
agreement. The most notable discrepancy is that found near the trailing
edge, snd can be attributed to flow separation induced by boundary-layer
w shock-wave interaction. It can also be seen that the agreement between
theory and exper~ent is not so good for the complete airfoils, particu-
larly the thinner ones, as for the hsJX tirfofl. Part of the discrepancy
for the complete airfoils may possibly be attributed to the experimental
technique in which the airfoil is simulated by a bump on the tunnel wall
md is hence imbedded in the wall boundary layer. Some comments on this
method of testing have been given recently by Carroll and Anderson in
reference 38.
The pressure drag of circulsr-arc airfoils at Mach nwibers near 1
has been found by numerical integration of equation (48) with the rela-
tions given by equtions (52) and (53) substituted for Zsnd~ sndis
[%2(7+1) ]‘/s cd
~ Ed = 4.77
T518
(54)
The pressure drag of the front half can be evsluated in the same way by
-tigthe upper Nt in eqmtion (48) to c/2 ~d is*
Ed = 2& + 1.13 (55)
.
The integrations required to determine the drag results given in
equations (~) snd (~~) were evsluated numerically using Simpsonts rule
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together with an smil.yticdetermination of the contribution of the region
in the immediate vicinity of the leading-edge singularity. Sufficiently
fine intervals were used that the resulting values are estimated to be
accurate to within about one digit in the third significant figure, as
Judgedby comparison with the results of similar calculationsmade with
wider intervsls. It is necessary to use very fine intervals, particu-
larly near the nose, to achieve such accuracy, sad intervals aa small.
as 0.00005c were used in some cases.
.
.
Application to a fsmily of airfoils having the point of maximum
thiclmess displaced aft of the midchord station.- The primary object of
this present section is to present some comparisons of calculated and
measured pressure distributions at Mach number 1 on a number of specific
airfoiU that have the @nt of maximm thickness aft of the midchord
station. The experimental data are from reference 39 by Michel, Marchaud,
and Le Gald.o,and are for members of the fsmily of airfoils having ordi-
nates given by
(56)
where A snd n are constmts for each airfoil and n is greater than
unity. The values selected for A and n determine the thiclmess
ratio T and the location (x/c)% of the point of maximum thickness
according to the relations
1
(57)
‘=+’+-’’’7==“)
The biconvex circular-arc airfoils discussed in the preceding section are
special cases of the present family that correspond to n+. The point
of maximum thickness is located forward or aft of the midchord station
depending on whether n is less than or greater thsn 2. The particul~
airfoils tested by Michel, Marchaud, end Le Gallo are special cases that
correspond to either n=3.38 or 6.05 and have the point of maximum thick-
ness at 0.60 or 0.70 chord. As in the esrlier work by the same investiga-
tors on biconvex circular-arc airfoils, the results were obtained by
simulating the airfoil by a bump on the tunnel wall snd are again subject
to criticism regarding the influence of the wsll boundary layer.
&
*
.
.
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. Substitution of eqution (56) for Z into eqyations (45) and (46)
yields the following result for the pressure distribution on the airfoil
.
surface for Mach numbers near unity:
[&2(y+l) ] l/s
%= -r=vs %
= 2~m-2
(
,1/s
2(n-1)
() & r(n+l) . 3 [fi[r(n+l)]2 ~ +Aln
2(n-1)[+-W- ‘-1- ‘(n-9 2(n-1)J
(59)
where r represents the gsmma function. If m is any ~sitive integer
* greater thau unity, the following relations are useful for evaluation of
the
gsmma function;
r(m) =1.2=3 . . . (m-1) = (m-l)! , r(l/2) s d%]
Substitution of n=2 in eqmtion (59) reproduces equation (53) for
Pressure distribution on biconvex circulsr-arc airfoils as a smecisL
case: Equation (~) for the pressure distribution on a single-wed~e air-
foil can also be obtained as a liniting case by setting n=~ and noting
that the chord of the wedge is designated here as c rakher thsn c/2.
Theoretical pressure distributions on the airfoiM tested by Wchel,
Marchaud, and Le Gallo are obtained from eqyation (59) by mibstitution
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of the values 3.38 ma 6.05
for n. Sketches (q) and
(r) show comparisons of the
theoretical - experimental
pressure distributions for
~=1 for the two groups of
airfoils. Except for the
discrepancy near the traili-
ng edge which can again be
attributed to boundary-
layer shock-wave inter-
action, it csm be seen that
the theoretical smd experi-
mental results are in at
least qualitative agree-
ment. Some differences
occur, however, in the
levels of the pressure dis-
tribution curves. compari-
son with the results for
the circulm+arc airfoils
shown in sketch (p) reveals
that the same trend is in
evidence for those air-
foils, although to a lesser
degree, and that the differ-
ence between the theoretical
and experimental results
increases as the point of
maximum thickness moves
rearward. It is not clear
at the present the whether
this discrepancy is to be
attributed principally to
the shortcomings of the
theoretical or the e~eri-
mental results.
Application to a
family of airfoils having
the point of msximum thick-
ness forward of midchord
station.- The test progrsm
of Michel, Marchaud, ad
Le Gal.1.oreported In ref-
erence 39 md discussed in
the preceding section also
included tests of each of
the airfoils reversed in
the wind tunnel so that the
point of maximum thickness
.
.
4
l
.
K.
.
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is located forward of the midchord station. The particular airfo~
tested are thus specific cases of the family of profiles described by
equation (56) with x/c replaced by l-(x/c); that is, the
given by
:=+-= - (-Y]
where A and n are again constsnts for each airfoil and n
ordinates are
(61)
is greater
than unity. The values selected for A snd n determine the thi&ness
ratio T and the location (x/c)= of the point of maximum thickness
accord3ng to the relations
.=424
~n/(n-1)
(62)
(63)
.
Biconvex circular-ac airfofls are special cases of the present fsmlly
that correspond to n=2. The point of maximum thickness is located forwsrd
. or aft of the midchord station depending on whether n is greater or less
thsn 2. The particular airfoils tested by Michel, Msrchaud, and Le Gallo
are special cases that correspond to either n=3.38 or 6.05 end have the
point of maximm thicbess at O.@ or 0.30 chord.
Since the integrations encountered when eqyation (61) is substituted
in equations (45) =d (~) for the determination of ~ are more diffi-
cult than those encountered in any of the preceding examples, no gemer~
formula will be given for arbitrary n. TWO formulas of more restricted
generality are given, however. One is applicable when n is any integer
greater than unity, the other when n is one-half plus any positive
integer. The first is
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1)[r(n+’)s’~r(n-v)r~v+,)y; - x1’”2 w r(n+)r p+: *
(64)
where the symbol I;* is used to denote the difference between thepre-
ceding expression with first x
is,
f(x) ]:
and then x* substituted for x, that
= f(x)-f(e)
where x*, the location of the sonic ~int, is found from
n-1
n-l+r(n+l) JZ
I
V=l
(-x*/c)~ so
()r(n-v)r v+*
.
.
and r refers again to the gamma function. The second is
NACA TN 3970
.
.
.
—l-,2fi~‘(n-*-V)F(n-#v)n- l+v‘=1
1
—-
3n--+v~
2
.
n r(~)
where B = , and F(!) =
()
&F n-~
()
r ~+~
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Attention is called to the fact that v smd p are positive integers so
that when n=(3/2) all the summations drop out.
Again @ is the location of the sonic point snd it is found from
n-2
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Substitution of n=2
in equation (64) again
reproduces equation (53)
for the pressure distribu-
tion on biconvex circular-
arc airfoils. Sketches (s)
and (t) show comparisons
of the pressure distribu-
tions measured at Mach num-
ber 1 by Michel, Marchaud,
and Le Gallo with those
calculated by use of equa-
tions (64) snd (65). The .
experimental results shown
b sketch (s) are for air-
foils that have the point .
of m&imum thickness
located at 0.40 chord cor-
responding to a value
for n of 3.38. Since
results could not be cal-
culated analytically for
this value for n, theo-
retical results are shown
for both n=3.O and n=3.~.
The corresponding locations
for the point of maximum
thickness can be readily
calculated using equa-
tion (62) snd are 0.123
snd 0.394 chord. Similarly,
the experimental.results
shown in sketch (t) are
for sn airfoil that has
the point of msXmmmt hick- -
ness ~ocated at 0.30 chord
corresponding to a value
for n of 6.05; whereas
the theoretical results
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are for airfoils that have the petit of maximum thickness located at
0.301 chord corresponding to a v~ue for n of 6.oo. These restits con-
tinue the trend noted in the preceding section that the agreement between
the present experimental and theoretical results improves as the location
of the point of maximum thickness moves forward along the chord. The
principal discrepancy remaining is, in fact, reduced to that near the
trailing edge associated with boundary-layer shock-wave interaction, sad
is therefore beyond the scope of any inviscid theory.
Accelerating Flows, Inverse Problems
Approximate solution of equations for given pressure distribution.-
A1.thoughall of the preceding discussion is concerned with the calculation
of the pressure distribution on an airfoil of specified geometry, an
equally importsnt yroblem in many engineering situations is the design of
an airfoil to have a specified pressure distribution at a given Mach num-
ber. This poses no new problem in the snalysis of purely subsonic or
purely supersonic flows by the present methods because the specification
of ~ yermits the determination of %
through application of eqm-
tion (31) or (17), sad the inversion Troblem is reduced to the fsmiliar
inversion problem of linear theory. The necessary relation for flows with
free-stresm Mach number near 1 csn be derived from consideration of equa-
tion (42) as an integral equation in which u snd du/dx are given md
the unknown appears in the integrand of a definite integral. This equa-
tion can be inverted readily since it has the ssme form as the relation
encountered in the solution of Abelts integral equation (see, e.g.,
ref. ~, PP. 483-484). The tiversion thus has the form of Abel~s integral
equation, smd is the following in the present application:
(66)
The desired relation for the ordinates Z(x) of the airfoil cam now be
found by a second integration, and is the following if it is assumed
that Z is zero at the leading edge (x = O).
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where Z* is the ordinate at the point H where u is zero. It is
interesting to note that the two altezmative expressions for Z lead
to identisal results although the apparent regions of dependence, as
indicated by the limits on the integ~als, are quite different. &e
result expressed in terms of Cp or% is
or
sane
(68)
(69)
A simple application or check of these relations is furnished by substi-
tution for ~ of the relation given in equation (~) for single-wedge
profiles, whence Z is found to be equal to 6X between x=O snd x=c/2.
In the same way, substitution of equation (53) for ~ lesds directly
to equation (72) for the ordinates of a circular-arc airfoil, etc.
Application to airfoils with constant pressure gradient.- An example
that permits an additional comparison with an existing theoretical.result
given by Guderley in reference 41, is furnished by consideration of the
problem of determining the shape of an airfoil having a consteut negative
pressure gradient at &=l,
d%
cP=— d(x/c)
where A = -d~/d(x/c) is a
th-is
(=)=-A(=)
(70)
positive constant. Substitution of this
relation for CP h
following result:
eqmtion (68) and integration leads directly to the
Z2
-=-
c- 3E’S’21(:J’’($-::)] (’n)
The special case considered by Guderley is obtained by insertion of the
values x*/c = 3/4 and A = 6/5, whence equation (71) reduces to
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(72)
Sketch (u) shows a scale drawing of
the profile calculated by use of
eqyation (72) and of that given by
Guderley. It is evident from the
sketch that the present theory indi-
cates larger values for the ordi-
nates Z thsn are given by Guderley.
Although the latter results are given
only in graphical form, aziiare hence
difficult to determine with precision,
.2
+
o
-.20 Lo
Sketch (u)
the two sets of values for Z appear
to be related by a constant ratio of
approximately 9 to 8.
The case considered by Guderley md discussed
shape that does not close at the stern. It can be
equation (71.),however, that a closed airfoil will
a’kwe results in a
seen inmediatel.yfrom
result if x*/c is
equated to 2/5, in w&h case equation (71) reduces to
;=~@3,2[(~~”@j (73)
A plot of the results is shown in J
sketch (v).
Zlc
~% o
-.1
Decelerating Flows
that the preceding
Sketch (v)
relations are not appropriate
with free-stresm Mach number near 1 that decel-
A1.thoughit is clear
for the analysis of flows
crate smoothly through sonic velocity, it might appear that the proper
expressions could be derived by formal application of the procedures des-
cribed in the preceding section for positive Ap to the approximate solu-
tion of equation (39) for negative Ap. The analysis leads,ti the absence
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of contributions from shock waves, to the following relation for u at
the airfoil surface instead of equation (kC))
where
The principal difference between the results for the two cases is that
the value of u(x) indicated by equation (74) depends on conditions down-
stream of the point x, whereas that indicated by equation (@) for posi-
tive Ap de~ends on conditions upstresm of x. This difference is a
fundamental property of equation (39) and necessitates a change in the
argument required to disregard additional contributions from shock waves,
because now it is the oblique shock waves situated downstream, rather than
upstream of x, that furnish a contribution to u(x). If, however, there
are no oblique shock waves downstream of x, or if the contributions
resulting
garded so
ysis, the
analogous
:
from additional integrals over the shock surfaces are disre-
that equation (74) can be used as a starting point in the azml-
following result is obtained by proceeding in a fashion
to that employed in the derivation of equation (47) from (~):
1/3
(75)
The symbol x* again refers to the location of the sonic point snd is
equal to the value for x for which
d
J
c*d~=O
G
(76)
Gx-
The corresponding relation for the shape of an airfoil associated with a
given pressure distribution at some free-stresm Mach number near umity
w
.
*
-.
.
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.
can also be found snd
at the leading edge:
.
is the following, again assting
No further use is made in this paper of equations
41
that Z is zero
(77)dEJ
(74) through (77)
for decelerating flows at free-stresmhlach numbers near 1. As will become
more evident at a later point in the present discussion, it would a~pear
necessary to use such formulas for the analysis of flows decelerating
through sonic velocity, but the region of dependence in these relations
is such as either to cast suspicions on their applicability or to require
the occurrence of exceptional coincidences. On the other hand, two-
dimensional flows that decelerate smoothly through sonic velocity appear
to be very exceptional physically. Further investigation is needed before
additional remarks cm be made regarding the role of the parabolic case
with negative Ap in the snslysis of transonic flows.
The next section will be concerned with sn alternative analysis of
certain cases in which decelerating flows occur.
. Combination of Accelerating and Decelerating Flows
The calculation of the pressure distribution at Mach numbers nesr 1
on an airfoil having such a shape that the velocity increases over part
of the chord and decreases over the remainder csnnot be accomplished by
direct application of any of the relations developed in the preceding
sections. On the one hand, the parabolic method described for flows with
free-stream Mach number near 1 permits the smilysis of flows that pass
through sonic velocity, but fails when the velocity gradient is zero. On
the other hsmd, the elliptic and hyperbolic methods described for subsonic
and supersonic flows petit the analysis of flows with zero velocity gra-
dient, but fail if the local velocity is sonic. The breakdown in each
case is associated with the fact that the basic partial differential equa-
tion for each case, that is, equation (8), (21), or (39), assumes a degen-
erate form when A is zero. Such cases are, nevertheless, interesting
and important since they can occur in practical ap@ications, and the pre-
sent section is concerned with their discussion. The procedure adopted
is based on the idea of joining together various of the results derived
in the preceding sections in such a way that the faiHngs associated with
vanishing X are avofded, rather than on a complete re-snalysis of the
problem from a sufficiently general _@nt of view to encompass the entire
problem in a single sweep.
In order to fix the ideas, consider the problem of calculating the
yressure distribution at Mach number 1 on the airfoil with cusped trailing
42
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edge illustrated in sketch (w) for
which experimental data are available
from reference 42 by Michel, Marchaud,
and Le Gd10. The front half of this
airfoil is the same as that of a
biconvex circular-arc airfoil having
a thickness ratio of 0.10, but the rear
half is shaped in such a msmner that
an inflection point is located at
0.75 chord and that the trailing-edge
angle is zero. The ordinates snd —
slopes of the rear half of this air-
foil are shown graphically in
sketch (x). No analytic expression
is given in reference 42 for the ordi-
nates of the rear half.
The pressure distribution on the
front part of the airfoil where the
passage through sonic velocity occurs
csn be calculated by use of equa-
tions (45) and (46), since it does not
depend on the shape of the rear half of the airfoii. ‘This means that the
pressure distribution on the front half of the airfoil described above is
given specifically by equation (53) for x/c between O and 1/2. It 1s
clear that the pressure distribution on the entire rear half of the air-
foil csnnot be determined by use of equations (45) and (46) because the
results so calculated indicate a point of zero pressure gradient in the
vicinity of the inflection point. Although this detail, in itself, is
not incorrect, it signals the breakdown of the paralmlic method that
occurs when A is zero. Positive evidence of the breskdown is provided
by the fact that the calculated pressures decrease downstream of the point
of zero pressure gradient rather than increase as indicated by the experi-
mental data shown on sketch (w) or by simple considerations of supersonic
flow. These results, furthermore, cannot be joined to those obtained by
use of equations (75) snd (76) for the part of the airfoil downstream of
the point of zero pressuxe gradient because the two sets of equations do
not indicate the same location for this point. This situation should not
be too surprising since the procedures should not be expected to fail
abruptly when A is precisely zero, but gradually as X approaches zero.
There exists another possibility for the determination of the pres-
sure distribution on the rear half of the present airfoil by joining
together solutions. It is to use the formulas developed for supersonic
flow, but with the final constant of integration adjusted so that the
pressure is equal, at the point of connection, to that given by the solu-
tion for the forward part of the airfoil. This procedure corresponds to
the use of simple wave theory for the calculation of the difference in
pressure between em arbitrary point on the rear of the airfoil snd the
point of connection. In this way, the following equation results for
the pressures on the rear of the airfoil at Mach numbers near unity:
.
.
*
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%-2~.=-2\[-(--)r’’-*Ff(z)-z’1~’l~ ‘m)
where Zt 7refers to dZ/dx, and ‘~(.) is the vslue of ‘~ at x=X.
The most convenient point for joining the two solutions in the appli-
cation described in sketches (w) and (x) is at x/c = 0.50. Then the
Dressures on the forward half of the airfoil can be calculated directly
i)y use of’equation (z), the values of ‘~(x) ~ .l(.) ~
snd the following
of the airfoil at
)=2’=’-2[ I“S> +)=0(7,,~ (-1 + m 4)
expression results for the
Mach numbers near unity:
pressures on the rear half
Sketch (y) shows a compari-
son of the experimental I 1
— Theory
pressure distribution for 4 — ) n \
Mach number 1 given by
0 Experimentref.42
Michel, Marchaud, and M
Le Gallo in reference 42 a
and the corresponding thee- -2 (b
retical values calculated <)
using ecpations (53) and % Q
(8o) together with the
e
()
values for dZ/dx givm \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\- * .
in sketch (x). The theo- ‘o- a
retical and experimental
results bear about the e
s-e relationship to each 2 //
other as those shown pre-
viously for biconvex Sketch (y)
circular-arc airfoils
although effects of boundary-layer shock-wave interaction extend over a
larger fraction of the chord of the cusped airfoil. This difference is
in agreement with the results obtained from schlieren photographs and
given in reference 42 that indicate that the shock wave meets the airfoil,
44
at Mach number 1, at
95-percent chord for
thickness ratio.
NACA TN
~-percent chofi for the cusped airfoil and at
the biconvex circular-arc airfoil of the ssme
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.
It is apparent that the pressuxes computed over the rear half of the
—
airfoil by u~~ng equation (80) will tend to be somewhat too negative
because the use of this relation corresponds to the use of simple wave
theory snd hence disregards the influence of a fsmily of incoming compres-
sion waves arising from the sonic line. Some idea of the msgnitude of
this effect can be ~ained W examination of sketch (z) which shows a
Sketch (z)
1 I
-4
/ Eq. (81)A
I I I 1 --w4! I I I I
Sketch (al)
comparison of the pressure distribut-
ion on biconvex circular-arc air-
foils at Mach number 1 calculated
using equation (53) for the entire
airfoil, with those calculated using
equation (~) for various fractions
of the chord.
A further example involving
accelerating snd decelerating flows
at Mach nuniber1 is furnished by
examining the case of the symmetrical
double-wedge airfoil of arbitrary
thickness ratio for which a solution
has been given by Guderley smd
.
Yoshihara in reference 32.
Sketch (at) shows a plot of their
result together with the correspond- .
ing result calculated by the proce-
dures described above. The result
for O<xCc/2 is calculated by
use of’equation (~0). That
for c/2<x<c is calculated by use
of the following equation which is
obtained f_mm equation (~) by
equating Cp(x) to o, v(x) to T,
and z’(x) to -r.
% s -2(3)2/s (81)
The difference between the two pres-
sure distributions on the rear half
of the airfoil is again the result of the neglect, in the present analysis}
of the contribution of the family of incoming compression waves arising
from the sonic line.
It is evident from these three examples that the present procedure
.
of joining solutions is capable of yielding results that are at least
qualitatively correct snd that, although somewhat greater accuracy is .
undoubtedly desired, this procedure may be useful until such time as a more
general smalysis of accelerating-deceleratingflows is accomplished.
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COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR MACH NUMBER 1 WITH
THOSE FOR OrHER MACE m~s
The remainder of this report is concerned with the discussion of some
selected exsmples that illustrate the relation between results for Mach
number 1 and those for other Mach numbers. This discussion is divided
into two parts. The first is concerned with comparisons of pressure dis-
tributions on the ssme airfoil at different Mach numbers, and the second
with ~ressure drsg.
Pressure Distribution
Attention is directed in this section to comparisons, for a number
of airfoils, of the theoretical pressure distribution for Mach number 1
with that for the highest Mach number for purely subsonic flow and that
for the lowest Mach number for purely supersonic flow. Pressure distri-
butions for these two Mach numbers, designated more briefly as the lower
and upper critical Mach numbers, respectively, are of particular signifi-
cance not only because they represent the results associated with the
bounds of the transonic range, but also because they are typical of the
pressure distributions for all pmely subsonic or purely supersonic flows.
All of the theoretical results shown are calculated by application of the
general expressions derived in the present paper. The results for Mach
number 1 are the same as discussed in detail in the preceding section.
Subsonic pressure distributions sre calculated ~use of equation (28),
and supersonic pressure distributions
by use of equation (15). The lower 73 1 I
critical Mach number is determined Lower critical
from eqyation (30) by replacing ~icr .2 Mm=O\ ]
,
.
with the most negative value of ~ /’/’,.
that occurs in each case, emd solv&g
c1
./’
for ~. The upper critical Mach
number is determined from equa-
tion (16) by replacing (~/dx)cr ./“-
with the vslue of dZ/dx at the #---
leading edge and solving for M&.
Consider, first, the single-wedge .2 :’ /
airfoil for which the pressure distri- ;’
bution at Mach number 1 is given by Upper critical_
equation (~) and illustrated graphi- .3‘ Mm=l.31~
call.yin sketch (j). Sketch (bt) ___ ,
shows a comparison of this result for .4 /
the specific case of a wedge having a 8=.1
semiapex angle .9 of 0.10 rsdians
.5
with those for the upper end lower
critical Mach numbers. The lower Sketch (b’)
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critical h!achnumber is, of coursej zero because the velocity iS sonic at
the corner for all free-stresmh!achnumbers less thsa the upper critical.
The pressure distribution for Mach number O is given by
%P=%i=-yzn~ (82)
-3
-z-.
-2 ..- ---
Lower critical.~ “ ‘.
Ql=-1.l’p’”” tm=o-
–1
Cp ,/’ I#
0
0 /“
I
r’ /
,:
,1
Sketch (c!)
The three curves shown on sketch (b’)
suffice to show that the pressure
distribution on a single-wedge air-
foil at Mach number 1 bears a much
closer resemblance to that at the
lower critical Mach number than to
that at the upper critical Mach num-
ber. It is interesting to note,
moreover, that the difference between
the pressure distribution at Mach
number 1 and that at Mach number O
is very nesrly constsnt across the
chord. —
Consider, next, the half
circular-arc airfoil for which the
*
pressure distribution at Mach num-
ber 1 is given by equation (53) sad
.
illustrated graphically in
sketch (o). Sketch (cl) shows a
comparison of this result with those
for the upper and lower critical Mach
numbers. The computation of the
pressure distribution for the lower critical Mach number involves the use
of the following expression for Cp which is obtained by integration of
the auxiliary relation of equation t)28 with Z replaced by the expres-
sion given in eq.mtion (52) for O<x<c/2 sndby Tc/2 forx>c/a:
(83)
The results illustrated in sketch (ct) display a remarkable property that
the subsonic part of the pressure distribution at Mach number 1 differs
from the pressure distribution at the lower-criticalMach number by nearly -
a constsnt, ud that the supersonic part of the pressure distribution dif-
fers from the pressure distribution at the upper critical Mach number by
nearly the ssme constantj sd.the@ of oPIJositesi~=
.
..
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h order
tributions at
lated for the
47
to investigate this difference -er, the press~e dis-
the upper snd lower critical Mach numbers have been csku-
complete biconvex circulsr-arc airfoil snd each of the four
related airfoils having maximum thiclmess forward snd aft of the midchord
station for which the results for Mach number 1 sre shown in sketches (p),
(q), (r), (s),-(t). The results are shown in sketch (d’). It canbe
-,
- .——..——
1
8
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Mach
Lawer
Upper
number
critical
critical
-8
&=o ~~o
m -4
%
&@64> --/ “,/’ &ij-1.90 y. +1
‘,/
/
4 1 I I
n=3.38 n=6.05
Sketch (d’)
seen that the three pressure distributions for each airfoil bear the same
general relationship to each other as noted above, although the difference
between the pressure distributions is not slways quite so constant as is
observed for the wedge and circulsr-src profiles.
Pressure Drag
Once the pressure distribution is known for a given airfoil, the
pressure drag can be obtained directlyby integra~ion of equation (~).
The corresponding expression in terms of ~ snd ~ is
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-cd= [&qy+Q] 1/” J1E2 ()d(Z/t) ~ Xcd %-- ~75/3 o (84)
Although the present theoretical results only permit the calculation
of pressure dreg for Mach numbers near 1 and for Mach numbers greater them
the upper critical, these results, together with existing theoretical and
experimental results, can be used to sketch the variation of pressure drag
with Mach number throughout the transonic r-e. The airfoil for which
the most information is available is, of course, the single-wedge profile
for which an approximate solution for Mach numbers less than 1 has been
givem by Cole (ref. 36) snd improved recently by Yoshihara (ref. 35),
that for Mach number 1 by Guderley end Yoshihara (ref. 32), and that for
Mach numbers greater then 1 by Vincenti and Wagoner (ref. 34), and experi-
mental data have been given by Liepmann and Bryson (refs. 30 and 31).
Sketch (e’) shows a plot of these restits, ~1 in terms of the reduced
Experiment ref.30
3
:+”o Eq. (51)
E ~+
@ 100
-2.4 -2.0 -1.6 -1.2 -.0 -.4 0 .4 .8 1.2 1.6 2,0
(*
Sketch (et)
parameters ~d md ~a and recast into the form consistent with the pre-
sent formulation of the basic equations for trensonic flow (see ref. 5,
6, or 9 for additional information on this point), together with the
results computed by use of the present theory. The new results are indi-
cated by the solid lines$the fo~er by dashed lines @ by data PQints=
The short vertical lines on the data points indicate Brysonts estimate of
the experimental accuracy of the data. AS can be seen, the only pQ1.UtOf
difference between the present results and the previously existing results
is at Mach numbers slightly in excess of the upper critical, and results
from the error incuxred in approximating the pressure jump through the
bow shock wave by simple wave theory (i.e., by eq. (15) rather th~
.
.
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.
eq. (6)). The positive slope of the drag curve at ~m=o, or Mach number 1
is in agreement with the result indicated by equation (51) and is typical
. for airfoils that do not close at the rear.
Sketch (f~) shows a summary of the comparable information for the
front helf of a biconvex circular-arc airfoil followed by a straight
, , 4
— Theory
~ Experiment ref.30
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Sketch (fS)
.
section, for which eqerimental data have been given by Bryson in refer-
ence 30. The theoretical values are egain indicated by a solid line,
.
and the experimental values by data points.4 Although the smount of
information available is much less than for the single-wedge airfoil, the
results for both cases show striking similarity.
Results for hdf airfoils are not typical of those for complete air-
foils, however, as can be seen by comparison of the preceding results
with the corresponding theoretical snd experimental results illustrated
4The expertmental.values shown in sketch (fX) differ somewhat from
those given originally in figure 21 of reference 30 because of the correc-
tion of some inaccuracies in the calculation of the drag from the experi-
mental pressure distributions given in figure 20 of reference 30. Although
no explanation is known for the substantial negative drag indicated at
subcriti.cslMach numbers and its existence must be indicative of some
.
shortcomings of the experimental techniqm, its occurrence is an u,umis-
takable consequence of the measured pressure distribution. That this is
. so cm be seen at a glance by comparison of the measured pressure distri-
bution with that indicated by Mnearized compressible flow theory, for
which the drag is zero.
-.
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mental results
for
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complete biconvex circular-arc airfoils. The experi-
those given by Michel, Marchaud, and Le Gallo In
rrrrr ‘1 I I
I ! ! I 5
Exp;m~!%f. 37 Eq.W)
Q .;6
~ .08 &
A .10 3
v .12 0
Extrapolated drag ref. 37
> 2
:; Ed ~ .08
Io
~ .12
v
-1.’ -.8
0
0 .8 1.’ . 2.4 3.2 4.0
Sketch (gt)
.
.
reference 37 and are obtsined by integration of equation (~) together
with experimental values for the pressure distribution. The most pmml-
nent difference concerns the slope of the curve of ~d versus Em
at &@, or Mach number 1, for which the ssme procedures that led to
positive values for a half airfoil, lead to zero slope for a complete
airfoil. It can be seen that the experimental data support these values
of the slope in both cases. Although the calculated vslues for drag are
somewhat greater than those measured in the wind tunnel, most of the dis-
crepancy csn be attributed to the local effects of shock-wave boundary-
layer interaction that occur near the trailing edge. Recause this
phenomenon depends on Reynolds number and maybe of greatly d~ished
importance at full-scale conditions, Michel, Marchaud, snd Le C%Jlo intro-
duced, in the discussion of their experimental results, the concept of
“extrapolated drag” to reyresent the drag that would occur in the absence
of separation. This qmtity is calculated by consideration of a pressure
—
distribution that differs from the experimental pressure distribution in
the vicinity of the trtiling edge as a result of the replacement of the
pressures actually pleasuredby those obtained by extrapolation of the
trends indicated at stations upstresm of the separation point. Accord-
ingly, the values for ‘extrapolated drag!’given by Michel, Marchaud, and
Le Gallo are also shown on sketch (g!). As might be expected, the theo-
retical vsl.uesfor drag are in better agreement with the values for
“extrapolateddrag’tthen with those obtained directly fzmm the actual
measurements.
—
.
.
The results for biconvex circular-arc airfoils are typical of those
for other complete airfoils. Attention is called, however, to the fact
that the exper-ntal values given by Michel, Marchaud, and Le Gsllo in
reference 39 for the airfoils that have the point of msxhnum thickness
..
..,
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located forwsrd of the midchord station are not so reliable as those they
give for airfoils that have a more rearward location of the point of msx-
imum thickness. This reduction in accuracy results from the facts that
the method of testing and the fixed spacing of the orifices tend to dimin-
ish the accuracy with which the contribution of the region-near the leadi-
ng edge canbe evaluated, snd that the contribution of this region is,
at the ssme time, of increased hport=ce.
Sketch (h:) shows a
smmary of the calculated
results for the pressure
drag of the two fsmi~es
of airfoils described by
equations (~) snd (61)
with values for n rsng-
ing from l.~to 6. For
this range of n the air-
foils described by equa-
tion (61) have a range of
location for the point of
maximum thiclmess that
extends from about 0.30
to 0.55 chord, and those
described by eqpatfon (~)
have a rsmge of locations
extending from about 0.45
to 0.70 chord. In addi-
tion to lines for con-
stant ga, which correspond
to lines of constant Mach
nwiber for a group of tir-
foils having the ssme
thickness ratio, a line is
also shown for ~mcr, which
corresponds to the line for
the lowest Mach number for
which the flow is purely
supersonic. It can be seen
that the variation of pres-
Akfcils defined by
— Eq. (56)
–– Eq. (61)
N,
5 \
.%
‘-— __
L ! [ I I I I1.5 2 3 4n56
6 +% 2T~—75
.30 .40 .50 .60 .70
RikItof maximum thickness, (xk~mx
Sketch (ht)
sure drs.gwith the location of the.pint of maximum Wctiess at M*
number 1 is quite different from that tiddcated by Hnes of conste.nt ~m,
or Mach nmdxsr, for purely supersonic flows, but is rather similsr to
that tidicatedby the line for ~-v. An interesting feature of the
results for
forward snd
flow theory
purely supersonic flow% that the drsg is not the ssme h
reverse flow, as is indicated by linearized compressible
(see ref. 430r 44).
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
It appears worthwhile, in conclusion, to summarize and contrast the
alternative discussions presented in the main text snd in the Appendix of
the gemeral procedures involved in the approximate solution of all the
problems treated in this paper. The arguments presented in the A~endix
are based essentially on the idea of diminishing the importance of the
higher order terms, snd hence concentrate on the contributions stemming
from the double integral of the integral equation appropriate for each
case. The arguments presented in the main text lead to the ssme conclu-
sions, but are based essentially on the idea of linearizing the trs.nsonic
equation in a small region by replacing part of the nonlinear term by a
constant A, and then introducing different vslues for A for different
points in the field.. This procedure might be considered eqqivalmt, in
some sense, to the replacamrt of the original nonlinear equation by a
different linesr differential equation for each point. Results obtained
by solution of the equations at this stage depend, of course, on the
choice of X and must be assembled in order to determine the final
results. This step is accomplished in each case by putting the results
into such a fo?.mthat a first-order nonl.inesrordinary differenti.sAequa-
tion is obtained upon substituting for A the qps.utityit originally
replaced. At this point, the equations encountered coincide with those
obtained following the procedures described in the Appendix =d the
remainder of the snalysis proceeds in identicsl manner. In the cases con-
sidered herein, the differential equation is slways of sufficiently simple
form that it csm be integrated analytically and the result expressed in
closed smal.yticform. This integration implicitly introduces the assump-
tion of continuity of the velocity or pressure distribution snd leads,
upon evaluation of a single constant of integration, to the final result.
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Moffett Field, Calif., Mar. IL, 1957
—
.
.
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APPENDIX A
RE~SPECTION AND ANALYSIS OF METHOD OF APPROXIMATION
-ODUC!TION
The methods used in the main text of this paper are appealing for
their brevity and for the efficiency with which approximate solutions of
the nonlineer equations of transonic flow theory are found. These methods
are not =tirely satisfying to the criticsl reader, however, because cer-
tain elements appear to be arbitrsry and there is no a priori way in which
the accuracy of the approximations can be @dged. Both the virtue snd
weakness of these procedures sre the result of introducing the essential
simplifications at the be~~ng of the snslysis. If the introduction of
approximations is deferred to the end, the relations that occur in the
initial.stages of the analysis are, of course, more complicated than those
presented h the main text. Consideration of these relations is, however,
essential for sn understanding of the basis for the method of
approximation.
The following discussion of the approximate solution of problems of
trmsonic flow theory is based on consideration of integral equations
.
derived from the differential equations of transonic flow theory by stand-
ard application of Greenis theorem. Since the details of each of the
. three cases, hyperbolic, elllptic, snd parabolic, are somewhat different,
each case is considered separately. In each case, exact relations are
retained as long as possible and the approximations, when introduced, are
seen to be closely related to those employed in the methd of successive
approximations camnonl.yused in the determination of higher approximations
in compressible flow theory. The following paragraphs will be concerned
at the outset with the derivation of integral equations for each of the
three cases, and subsequently with the discussion of the simplification
and approximate solution of these equations.
DERIVATION OF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
All of the subsequent snalysis proceeds from Green~s theorem. There
are many forms of Greenzs theorem, but a sufficiently general form for
allo~ the present purposes is that associ.atd with the linear opera-
tor L(Q) defined as follows (ref. 45, pp. 244-247):
(Al)
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where ~ snd ~ are constants. Green~s theorem states that the follow-
ing relation holds between sny two arbitrary functions O and $ having
continuous first and second derivatives:
z
ds
Sketch (ii)
b
(A2)
in which ~ refers to the interior of an arbi-
trary region bou@ed by the curve ~, as shown
in sketch (it), M is called the adjoint
differential operator
R(w) =iiw=+ Ifzz- EJfx
~ represents the gpantity
X = Jll=cos(n,x)+ cos=(n,z)
and ~/av stsnds for a derivative in the direc-
tion v, and cm be written as a linear
differential operator.
# = &cos(v ,x) + Qzcos(v,2}
The direction v
related to those
The initial.
appropriate for the discussion of the hyperbolic case is to subtract
hHgH from both sides of equation (3), and to write the resulting equa-
tion as follows:
is called the conormal, snd its direction cosines are
of the normal n according to
I cos(v,x) =X cos(n,x)
Z cos(v,z) = cos(n,z)
Hyperbolic Case
step in the present derivation of the integral equation
-X* + Cpzz = (M2-l+IKU+.Jq= = f~ (A3)
The symbol AH refers to any positive finite constsnt. The form of
Green~s theorem associated with the linear operator
(A4)
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will now be applied, whence
The quantity Q
and $ with an
unit supersonic
is now identified with ~he perturbation potential Q,
ekmentsry solution of MH($)=O, in particular with the
source u= defined as follows:
*
=
If the region ~
tion (A6a) holds
11-— for (x-~)2Z~(z-~)2 (A6a)dH = 2&o for (x-~)=<~(z-~)= (A6b)\
is so selected that
throughout, equation
the inequality expressed in equa-
(A2) reduces to
(A7)
*
R
in which ‘~ sad v= refer to the special forms of ~ snd v consistent
with ecpa.tion(A4) or (As), the running coordinates of integration
are ~,t~ and the field point at which q is to be evaluated is x,z.
Equation (A7) is now applied to the region indicated in sketch (jt).
Note that the wing, wake, aud shock waves must
be excluded from the region of integration. z
It should be noted that sketch (j?) is only a //,/ ‘.
schematic illustration to help define the //
qusmtities involved in equation (A7), sad that /’
the shock wave, indicated as a detached bow
wave, might instead be attached to the leading 1
edge, to the trailing edge, or situated some-
where along the chord. The single shock wave ~ ,
illustrated in sketch (jt) could, moreover, be ~
replaced by a compli~ated system of shock \\
The region RHwaves. may likewise be con- \
sidered to consist of a single region, or as \
the sw of ~ number of regions as typified by ‘v’
adding to RH the region situated upstream of
the bow wave and within the dotted lines of Sketch (j’)
sketch (Jt). In any case, the general considerations ranain the ssme,
sad the following integral equation is obtained for q at an arbitrary
point X,2:
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.
[
1 J’‘-&lzl ~ypq)(x,z) = - — A+-&dzl)
.2A/xi o zag+ 2
1-
where
in which u and 7
the wing and wake,
refer to conditions on the upper and lower sides of
where
in whi~h a and b refer to conditions on the two sides of the shock
wave ~, and where
.
.
$% =%$ cos(n,x) + ~ cos(n,z)a.g
Elliptic Case
The integral equation appropriate for the discussion of the elliptic
case csm be derived by use of procedures analogous to those described in
the preceding paragraph for the hyperbolic case. The initial step is to
add hEP~ to both sides of equation (3), and to write the resulting
equation as follows:
%9= + Tzz =
[ 1
&(l-&2-kU) C&= fE
As in the hyperbolic case, the symbol ~ refers to smy positive
constant. The form of Greenis theorem associated with the linear
(~9) “
finite
operator .
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.
wild. now be applied, whence
.
.
.
The qusntity_Q is now identified with
solution of ~($)=0, in particular the
qf!) = GOP)
57
(A1.o)
(Au)
cp,and. ~ with sn elementary
unit subsonic source defined by
the function –
+ saE.
In this way eqyation (A2)
1
Zn ~ (x-~)2+~(z-~)2
23-CJ&
reduces to
(m?)
in which & snd VE refer to the spe-
.---—..
cial forms of ~ smd V consistent with
-- ‘..
/’
equation (AIO) or (All), the running
\\0/ z i~zX,Z’\
coordinates of integration are g,~, /’ \\
and the field point at which (p is to ,f’ \ \
be determined is X,Z. If equa- i
lbtion (Ala) is now applied to the [~
region RE surrounding the wing, wake, ~
x
smd shock waves, as illustrat= ti \ E~ I
sketch (kt), and the a priori assump-
\\\
tion is made that the perturbation \\
field attenuates sufficiently fast with
\\
‘\
dists.nceto negate the contribution of L.N
,~”
the surface integral over the large
-..—--
circle in the l.hit as the radius goes
to infinity, the following integral
equation is-obtained for cp at an
arbitrary point XYZ:
Sketch (k’)
where Aqand A(ag/a~) have the same mesning as in equation (A8), but
where
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in which a and b refer
wave ~, and where
aqx~—= aQ
avE ‘E ag
cos(n,x) +
Parabolic Case
The initial step in the derivation of
priate for the discussion of the parabolic
two sides of the shock
cos(n,z)
the integral equations appro-
case is to subtract XDU
from both sides of equation (3), and to write the resulting eq~t~o~ as
follows:
~zz-~cPx= (%’-l)q=+(kq=-~)gx=fp
The symbol ~ refers
positive or negative.
linear operator
again to a finite constant,
The form of Greents theorem
will now be applied, whence
(A15)
The qumtity_Q is again identified with q, and
solution of ~($)=o, in particular with the function
which may be either
associated with the
(A16)
+ Mx (A17)
$ with snelementary
~P<ofor — (AJ-8b)
x-g
This function assumes a
is snalogous to that of
role in the smalysis of the parabolic case that
the unit subsonic and supersonic sources in the
.
.
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.
.
elliptic and hyperbolic cases. h mathematical literature, the wear
partial differential.eqwtion ‘~(q)=o with positive Xp arises in the
study of heat conduction, and the ti_ction ap is often referred to as
a unit heat source. If the region R is so selected that the inequality
expressed in equation (A18a) holds throughout, equation (A2) reduces to
(Alg)
in which ~p end v
with equation (& ztZ7~zzz~EZe?oF%esL1tmt
are ~~(~ ad the field po~t at which ~ fS _@ be dete-ed fS X~ZO
It is apparent from the condition imposed OQ Rp, that Ap/(x-~) is
greater than or equal to zero, that two distinct subcases result depending
on the si~ of Ap.
positive hp.- If Xp is positive, the #.—l/“
region H
I
appropriate for the application of
,/
T)
,/ I
eqmtion A19 is that part of space upstresm / z I/ I
from the point X,Z. Again the wing, wake, ‘ Ep
4
I
f
and shock must be excluded from the region of /’ fx,z
integration, as illustrated schematically in ~ I
sketch (2’). 1~ eqwtion (A19) is now app~ed ~ & .- _z-l+
II
—x
to the region Rp~ and it is assumed that the 1 1:\
perturbation field attenuates sufficiently \ Sp ;
fast with distance to negate the contribution ‘I
of the surface integral over the outer bound-
\\\ Ep;
ary in the limit as the radius is increased \\\ I
to infinity, the following integral eqwtion
I% 1
‘.=
is obtained for (p at an arbitrary point X,Z: ----—. J
Sketch (tl)
(A20)
where A~ and A(&p/~() have
where
the ssme meanhg as in equation (A8), but
.60
in which
wave ‘?$,
a and b refer
snd where
to conditions on the two sides of
Cos(n,z)
~------ ~~ Negative hp.- If Ap
I \ N
\
! \
the region “~p appropriate
I \I E. \\ cation of equation (AL9) is
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the shock
—
.
is negative,
for the appli-
that part of
.r
I
~zj space downstream from the yoint X,Z. If
b
I
– +- ‘--
I
‘)
equation (A1.9)is applied to the region Rp
L--
~ surrounding the appropriate part of the
.- -------x_--
I 3p wing, wske, snd shock waves, as illustratedI1 /’, in sketch (m!), and the contribution of the
I
:
,/’ surface integrh over the outer boundary
)AP ,//’ vsmishes as the radius is increased to
I infinity, the following integral equationI /“’[------ is obtained for cp at an arbitrary
point X,2:
Sketch (m’)
.
(Am)
.
where ~he s~bols have the same meaning as in eqyation (A20), except
that Sp and ~p now refer to those portions of the shock waves emd space
situated downstream from X,Z.
SOME PROPERTIES OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
Although the four integral equations derived in the preceding para-
graphs smd written exq$licitlyin equations (A8), (AL4), (A20), and (A@
are quite different in most respects, they do possess a number of prop-
erties in common that are of concern in the present discussion. Perhaps
the most obvious similarity is that each integral equation consists of a
term that involves titegration over the wing snd wake, -ther temn that
involves integration over the shock waves, and a third temn that involves
integration over the surrounding space. The integrals extend over en.
space in the elliptic case, but only over put of space in the parabolic
snd hyperbolic cases. It is important to realize that there is no direct
connection between the region of integration in each of the integral eqpa-
tions and the region of dependence in the solution, or in the physical
flow, and that these two regions may, b fact, be distinctly different
in some applications.
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The first term in each Integral equation involves a distribution of
sources a Prvrtfon~ to A(@/a~) md doublets ~a/a~ KKPOrtfon~
to AT. Since A(&@~) is equal, according to the boundary condition
given in equation (l), to U~(dZ/dx) end AT is proportional to an
x-wise integration of the lift, it follows that the part of the term con-
taining sources is associated with the thickness distribution, aud that
part containing do~lets, with the effects of camber and angle of attack.
The latter part of the first term is zero for aU of the nonlifting air-
foils discussed in the main text of this paper. The first term in the
elliptic and hyperbolic cases is fsmiliar in compressible flow theory
because, upon equating AE to 1-%2 or AH to &2-1, it reduces to the
well-known solution for cp in the linearized theory of subsonic and
supersonic flow around thin airfoils.
The second term in each _titegralequation involves a distribution of
sources u proportional to A@a@v) over sny part of the shock waves
that is s&tuated in what otherwise would be part of the region of inte-
gration R. There is no doublet distribution on the shock wave, as on
the wing and wake, because q is continuous across the shock wave.
Although the contribtiion of the integral over the shock waves is often
difficult to evaluate because @&@) is umhown and must be determhed
as part of the solution, there are a number of important applications in
which this term either vsnishes completely, or contributes nothing to the
values for q along the chord of the airfoil. The simplest class of
problems for which this term vanishes is, of course, that in which the
flow is subsonic everywhere snd is hence shock-free. The contribution of
this term will also vanish in parts of the field even if shock waves are
present, provided they are situated entirely downstream of the region of
integration in the hyperbolic case or the parabolic case with posi-
tive Ap, or entirely upstresm of the region of integration in the para-
bo~c mse tith negative Ap. The contributions of the shock wave vanish
in the above sit-tions because the complete term disappears from the
integral equation. If the term remains, however, each element of the
shock wave provides a contribution to cp that depends upon its strength
sad orientation. There are, moreover, certain directions in which an
element of a shock wave csm be oriented that result in no contribution
to q in the parabolic and hyperlmlic cases. Thus, in the paratmlic
case, the contribution vsnishes when the element of the shock wave extends
perpendicular to the x axis, so that cos(n,z) in the second term of
equation (A20) or (A21) is zero. It is similarly evident from equa-
tion (A.8)that an element of a shock wave contributes nothing to cp in
the hyperbolic case if the direction cosines snd velocity components on
the two sides of the shock wave satisfy the relationship
coS(ZIb,z) ()Ua-ub=~H—Cos(nbjx) ~~a-wb (A22)
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This relation can be expressed completely in geometric terms by combining
it with the foldowing equation that csm be derived from consideration of
the fact that q is continuous across the shock
co6(nbJz) Wa-Wb
= (A23)
Cos(nbjx) ua-ub
Thus, the contribution to q vsmishes if the element of the shock wave
is oriented so that
11Cos(nbjz) = t~=(nbjx) = ‘HCos(nbjx) (A24)
If the ssme line of reasoning is applied to the elliptic case, relations
analogous to equations (A22) through (A24) occur in which AH is replaced
by -~. Frcnnsuch considerations it would appear that the contribution
to q vanishes if the element of the shock wave is oriented so that
[1
2
Co6(nbjz)
= ‘~E
Cos(nb,x)
(A25)
.
.
Since IE iS required to be a pOSitive qu~titYj however) it fs clear
that there is no orientation for which the contributionvsnishes. In the
~erbolic case, on the other h~d, AH is required to be pOSitiVe and
there are always two particular orientations for which s.nelement of a
shock wave contributes nothing to cp. It is interesting to note, before
leaving the discussion of the second term of each of the integral equa-
tions, that the particular orientation for which an element of a shock
wave provides no contribution to q coincides in all three cases, elJ-iP-
tic, parabolic, and hyperbolic, with the ~rections of the characteristic
Lines of the associated form of the linear partial differential eqwtion,
L(q)=O. The reader should observe, however, that these ~aracteristic
lines have no particular physical significance, inasmuch as their exist-
ence and direction depend on an arbitrary choice of a value for h.
The third term in each integral equation involves integration of the
effects of a distribution of sources C proportion to f over that
part of space s~rounding the airfoil that is enclosed within the region
of integration R. The contribution of this term does not vanish, except
in ahnost trivial circumstances such as OCCUr, for ex~ley ~ the ~er-
bolic case for points upstresm of a bow wave provided ~W is equated
to %=-1 so t-bt
third term in each
subject of much of
fn ‘is zero. Discussion of the cont~ibution of the
in~egral equation will consequently
the remainder of this App=dix. An
constitute the
interesting
.
.
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property of each of the integral equations that is worth noting before
proceeding to the more specific discussion of each case is that the inte-
. grated strength of the sources in all space ex%erior to the airfoil,
including those distributed along the shock waves, is equal, but opposite
in sign, to the integrated strength of the sources distributed along the
entire chord of the airfoil.
SIMHXO?ICATION AND AETROXIMATE SOLUTION OF
THE INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
No general methods are known for the analytical solution of the
integral eqwtions given in equations (A8), (A14), (A20), and (A21).
Although certain simplifications csn be made by restricting attention to
nonlifting cases, snd to cases in which the shock waves are not in the
region of dependence, the essential difficulties remain because the inte-
grsl equations are nonlinear, just as is the differential equation from
which they are derived. The principal method that has been employed in
the past for the solution of similar problems is that of successive
approximation in which cp is expanded in a power series of some parsm.-
eter such as the thiclmess ratio, and the coefficients in this series are
determined as the solution develops. The first appro-tion in these
methods is generally either the solution for linearized compressible flow
theory or for incompressible flow, and the second and higher approxima-
.
tions are determined by iteration procedures in which linear equations
are solved at every step. h practice, these methods have been found very
difficult to apply to problems of compressible flow, snd calculations of “
-
higher approximations than the second have, in most cases, proved prohib-
itively lengthy. (See ref. 3 for a resum4.) Serious questions of con-
vergence remain in the @sting solutions of this type, and it is doubtful.
if the results apply when mixed subsonic-supersonic flow occurs.
Another type of successive ~proximation peocedure which involves
the solution of quadratic equations with every iteration step is des-
cribed in reference 9 and applied to the calculation of pressure distri-
butions on circular-arc airfoils for all Mach numbers up to unity.
Although the calculations could only be accomplished sfter the introduc-
tion of certain approximations, whose influence on the result is difficult
to ascertain, the general procedure appears to succeed even with the
occurrence of mixed flow.
The methods applied in the main text of this paper can be considered
as the first step of still another type of successive approximation pro-
cedure in which certain nonlinear features are incorporated into even the
first approximation. This procedure possesses the advantage of yielding
. results that disclose much of the nonlinear effects h the first approxi.
mation, and of making unnecessary, in many applications, the difficult
task of iteration to determine higher approximations. A simple heuristic
. description of
paragraphs are
the smalysis is given
concerned with a more
in the main text. The following
detailed examination of the
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approximations involved in the analysis, and of the relationship between
the present approximation ad the approximations previously employed in
the solution of problems of compressible flow. Although it is apparent
that much of the discussion could be applied to lifting airfoils, atten-
tion is confined, as in the main text, to symmetrical nonlifting airfoils
for which the following relations are to be applied in the first term of
each integral equation:
.
(A26)
Hyperbolic Case
The first problem to be discussed is the approximate solution of the
integral equation given in equation (A8) for the hyperbolic case under .
the restrictions that the flow is purely supersonic so that
&2-l+ku>0 (A27)
Equation (A8) contains bath a line integral ove~ the shock wave ~H and
a double integral over the surrounding region RH. The double integral
can be integrated x-wise, however, because the imtegrand is a perfect
differential. This partiaL integration results in a term that exactly
cancels the line integral on the shock wave snd equation (M) can be
rewritten as follows:
.
The symbal > below the integral sig of the second term indicates that
the integration is to be carried over the lines ~=x-~(lz-~1) extending
upstream from x,z. Differentiation yields
for u snd &@x:
U(x,z) = -2&(x -&l.1)-_A&
the following relations
M )u l&2-1+$ ‘AH d!>
(A29)
..
.
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It should be noted that equations (A28), (A29), ~d (A30) =e a ~tegral
equtions and that each is en exact relation valid for any positive value
The results of linearized supersonic flow theory, as well as those
of the counterpart, in the smell disturbance theory of transonic flow, of
higher approxktions csn be reproduced from any of the above equations
u~n eq~ti~ AH to &2-1. In this way, all contributions of first order
are included in the first term on the right and the contribution of the
second term on the right is, at most, of second order. Thus, the familiar
expression of linearized supersonic flow theory follows immediately upon
disregtiing the contribution of the second term
U(x,z) = -
~J& ZY (X-J’’’,4) + 0(U2, (A31)
Its counterpart, correct to second order in Z1, c= be detemined by
application of the method of successive approximations in which the con-
tribution of the second term is a~roximated by replacing the unknown u
by the first-order approximation
ing. In this way, the following
airfoil.
provided by equation (Ml) and integrat-
result is obtained for points on the
dzU(x,o) = - —— -
J&’ dx ‘“s.(%s+ 0(=7 ‘A”)4(&2-1)
Note that slthough the first- snd second-order approximations for u are
different in general, first-order theory is sufficient to determine to
second-order accuracy the point where u vsnishes, that is where dz/dx=o.
First-order theory, moreover, provides the exact location for the Po~t of
zero u in the absence of shock waves, but this simple result is true
only to second order if there are shock waves situated within the Mach
forecone of the point (x,O). Although the difficulties of integration
are such that only the first few steps of the method of successive approx-
imation can be evaluated in all but the simplest exsmples, the method csn,
in principle at least, be repeated indefinitely to estab~sh the result
accurate to any desired order. The result for u on the airfoil surface
a~ears in the form of a power series involving ascending powers of
(dz/ax)/(l&2-1)3/2. It is clear that a valid approximation is obtained
provided the absolute value of dZ/dx is sufficiently small at all
points, and the W.ch number is not too close to ~itY. The failure
associated with excessive positive vslues for dZ/dx usually occus near
the leading edge of the airfoil and is associated physically with detach-
ment of the bow wave and the occurrence of local regions of subsonic flow.
The failure associated with excessive negative values for dZ/dx, snd
clearly illustrated in sketch (c) of the main text, usually occurs near
the trailing edge of the airfoil and is purel.ymathematical in origin.
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In actusJ_practice where only the first term or two may be evaluated, the
result fails to provide adequate information.regarding the ultimate con-
vergence or divergence of the series snd the question must be settled in
each application by appeal to more exact solutions. It is importsnt to
realize that these uncertainties are not inherent in the integral equa-
tions given in equations (M3) through (A30), but enter the =alysis with
the assmption that the solution can be approxhmted satisfactorilyby
application of the particular fomn of the method of successive
approximation described above.
The method of snalysis employed throughout the main text is equiva-
lent, from the present point of view, to the first step of a slightly
different method of successive approximation that proceeds from consider-
ation of the infinite set of relations that result if different values are
selected fOr AH in the determination of conditions at different points
in space. Analyses based on such a systm of equations are more complex,
in general, thsn those based on a single equation, but this increase in
complexity is counterbalanced, in the present applications, by the fact
that approximations csm be introduced on the basis of local, rather thsn
global, considerations. This fact makes possible the incoqmration of
some of the higher order or nonlinear contributions, as well as al-lof
the first-order contributions, into the first term on the right in each
relation of the infinite set, thereby reducing the contribution of the
term containing the unknown U(E)E)” If a rule for the SeleCtiOn of hH
can be found that achieves this effect and if it C= be expressed in ema-
lytic form, the infinite set of relations can be expressed once again in
.
the form of a single eq~tion; smd the remainder of the sm.lysis can pro-
teed in a manner snal.ogousto that described in the preceding paragraph
for the classical method of successive approximation.
-.
The method employed in the analysis of the hyperbolic case in the
main text of this paper is equivalent to the-first step of a successive
appro~tion procedure based on the infinite set Of eqUatiOnS fOr &l/ax
t ified by equation (A30) with AH equated to the loc~ value of
3& -l+ku(x,z) in each relation. Although it would appear from cursory
examination of equation (A30) that the error incurred in so doing would
be of second order, it will be demonstrated below that the result is
actually accurate to second order and that the error is, at most, of third
order. Although eqyations (A29) and (A.30),upon which the remainder of
the discussion of the hyperbolic case is based, are exact within the
approximations of transonic flow theory, they are not in the most advan-
tageous form for the following discussion because of the presence of the
integral in the second term of each relation. If, however, attention is
confined to the evaluation of the result at the airfoil surface to second-
order accuracy, and to cases for which AH is restricted to values that
differ from &2-1 by, at most, a qpsntity proportional to u(x,z), that
is AH-&2-l+aU(X,Z), the integrals csu be integrated and the following
relations result:
.
.
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(u l&=.l+!& -Um &z @U(x,o) = - —— -
r
+ 0(U3)
AH ti 2(&2-1)
F d2Z= ~(&2-l+ku-~)x -~G- + O(us)2(l&%)
It is now clear that the substitution of &2-l+ku for AH h equa-
tion (A34) yields
au(x,o) Um d=z
—= -
ax
~
--# + O(U3)
(A33)
(A34)
(Am)
!l?hisresult corresponds to equation.(U.) of the main text and leads, upon
integration and insertion of the auxiuary relation that u vanishes
where dZ/ti is zero, to equation (15) relating
?
snd dZ/ti. This
relationship is conmonly desi~ated as that of S- e wave theory. From
the above discussion, it is clear that equation (15) must be correct to
at least second order, as indeed simple wave theory is known to be for
the pressures on the surface of sm airfoil. If there -areno shock waves
in the region influencing conditions at the point (x,O), the flow field
is characterized by a single fsmily of waves; snd it Cm be shown that
the error term indicated in equation (A35) vsnishes completely. The
resulting relation is thus exact within the approximation of trsmsonic
flow theory. It is interesting to observe that the use of the ssme
relation for AH in eqyation (A2g) for u lesd.s to
u=-
Ca dz
—+
ku2 + O(us)
A - k(m’-l)
(A36)
smd results in errors of second order if only the first tem is used.
There is another ChOiCe fOr XH that is not mentioned in the main
text that wi~ remove the second-ofier error if only the first term of
eqpation (A29) or (A33) for u is used and that is h~=2-l+(ku/2),
since then
68
m
u=-
ti
ku
7
This result is not the same as that of
recognized upon rearranging so that
‘m=
~ + 0(U3)
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(A37)
.
.
simple wave theory, but is
-u a
‘E (A38)
as being the square root, with appropriate choice of sign, of the shock
relation given in equation (6) with ~ and Wa equated to zero. The
—
result obtained by use of equation (A38) is thus equivalent to that
obtained by equating the pressure at each point of the airfoil surface
to that on a tmgent wedge. Such a procedure has been proposed previously
—
and is sometimes called %ngent-wedge theory.’t Although the first two
terms of the formal expansion of either equation (A38) of tangent-wedge
theory or equation (14) of simple wave theory agree with the second-ofier .,
result obtained by use of the method of successive approximations and
given in eqyation (A32), the results of either simple wave theory or
temgent-wedge theory are to be preferred in applications
approximate the proper termination of
too
the
the
l=ge, and do not fail spuriously
Elliptic
the solution when
at larger negative
Case
because they
dz/ax becomes
values of dZ/dx. 4
.
The second problem to be discussed is the approximate solution of
integral equation given in equation (A14) under the restriction that
flow is purely subsonic so that
l-&2-ku>0 (A39)
This restriction implies that the integral over ~E is zero, since there
are no shock waves in a purely subsonic flow. Thus, equation (A14) reduces
to
(A40)
Differentiation yields the following relations for U sad &@X
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(A41)
(A42)
where
1
aE. — (x-g)2+A~(z-~)2
23’C&
a%E 1 (x-E)2-AE(z-g)2
—=- _
as
[
222@ (X-~)2+~E(z-~)
1
1[‘E= ‘E- 1}M.&%&[) auz
1 J
Equations (A40), (A41), and (A42) are all integral equations snd each is
exact for my ~siti~e v~ue for ~E. The solution of any of these inte-
gral equations is complicated not only because the relations are non-
linear, but also because +Ae kernel, designated by ~E or its derivative,
is infinite at the pint ~=x, {=z.
The fsmiliar result of linearized subsonic flow theory can be
obtained from any of the ative eqpations by replacing hE by l-&.2 and
disregarding the contribution of the double integral as being of higher
order. The corresponding result, correct to second order, c= be
obtained by application of the method of successive approximations in
which the contribution of
of the first-order result
imations can be obtained,
the double integral is appr~%ated by mesns
to evdu.ate fE at each point. Hi@er approx-
at least in principle, by repeated application
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of the ssme procedure, except that fE is evaluated at each step by use
.
of the results of the next lower approximation. In this way, sn approxi-
mate expression for..thesolution is determimd in the fom of a truncated
power series. Although the difficulties of integration are so great that
.
few cases have been evaluated beyond the second approximation, it appears
that the process converges to the desired solution for thin airfoils pro-
vided that certain well-known difficulties a&sociated with stagnation
points are ’properlyaccounted for snd that, as in the hyperbolic case,
the Mach number is not too close to unity. Again the results provided by
the method of successive approximation indicate no definite limit for the
Mach number. Comparison with experimental results shows that the trends
displayed by the results are generally confirmed for Mach numbers less
.—
than the criticsl Mach number, but are essentially refuted for greater
Mach numbers.
It is interesting md informative to compare the results obtained in
the manner described above with those obtained by application of an alter-
native version of the method of successive approximations described in
reference 9 that involves the solution of quadratic rather them linear
algebraic equations at each step of the iteration process. The eqyation
fundamental to this discussion is obtained from equation (A41) by again
‘qwttig AE to b~2 snd integrating the double integral by parts. In
this way the following integral eqpation is determined for u:
.
.
Although equation (A43) is completely equivalent to equation (A41), it
is, in certain respects, superior from the point of view of obtaining
approximate solutions. This is because the predominant effects of the
region near the point X,Z, which form a major contribution to the value
of the integral in equation (A41), are furnished in equation (A43), by
the term involving the square of u standing outside the integral.
Although the difficulties of integration are as great or greater than
encountered in the classical method of successive approximations and only
the first few steps csn be evaluated without approximation in any specific
application, certain general features of the solution are clearly defined.
In particular, it is shown in the report version of,reference 9 that the
results obtai~ed for flows that are subsonic everywhere converge, in the
limit of an infinite number of iteration steps, to the ssme result as
ultimately obtained by application of the classicel method of successive
approximation. Whereas there is considerable doubt about the precise
range of convergence of the latter result, tle result obtained by appli-
cation of the quadratic method of successive.a~pro#mation clesrly tezmii-
nates with the occurrence of sonic velocity somewhere in the flow. The
termination of the solution is recognized by the disa~earance of real
roots of the qtiratic equation and is apparent at every step of the
iteration process. It is evident, moreover, from comparison of the two
—
.
.
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sets of’ results that the series expsnsion for the solution
the classical method of successive approximation converges
. subsonic flows sad that the results indicated for mixed or
are faLse. These properties of the result obtained by the
methcd of successive approximation are consistent with the
ments and proofs for the nemly nonexistence of continuous
71
obtained by
only for purely
transonic flows
quadratic
numerous argu-
shock-free
trs.nsonicZlows t~at have been-advanced in recent years. (See ref. 46
for a brief resume.)
This difference in behavior can be readily illustrated if one con-
siders the expressions for the pressure coefficient at the midpoint of a
symmetrical circular-arc airfoil that are obtained following the comple-
tion of the first two steps of each iteration process. The result pro-
vided by use of the classical methcd csn be resdily obtained from the
third-order result quoted in eqpation (37) of the main text and is
(M-4)
The first term represents the result obtained if one considers equa-
tion (A41) and disregards completely the contribution of the double inte-
.
gral. The result is precisely that of linearized compressible flow theory
for the particular point under discussion. The second term represents an
approximation for the contribution of the double integral obtained by
. rep~chg fE for each point in space with the result provided by line-
arized theory. The results obtainedby application of equation (A4k)
indicate that -~ increases indefinitely with increasing value of
T/(1-&2)s’2 and appear to apply for mixed, or transonic, flows as well
as for purely subsonic flows. The corresponding results obtatied by use
of the q~ratic method of successive approximation are found by consid-
eration of eqpation (A43). A first approximation obtained by disregarding
completely the contribution of the double integral is
2(1-&=)
%=-— ~JW] (A45)
%2(7+1)
and a second approximation obtained from the evaluation of the contribu-
tion of the double integral by use of the result provided by kLnearized
theory for fE at each pint is
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r -1
The results obtained by application of either
indicate that -Cn increases with increasing
(A46)
eqyation (A45) or (A46) slso
Vd.ues of T/(1-&2)si2,
but that this tr&d terminates when
?!
reaches the critical value asso-
ciated with the occurrence of sonic ve ocity, that is, when
(5)
.
.
At this point, the sloye of a curve representing the variatim of Cp
with IQ is infinite. In spite of these distinct differences in behavior,
it is important to note that a formal pcwer series expansion of equ-
tion (A46) in temns of T agrees to second order with eqmtion (A44),
and that this agreaent increases by one order of T upon the completion
of each additional iteration step. Results obtained fo~owing completion
of additional iteration steps continue to follow the same trends. Those
indicated by the classical method never provide any information regarding
the ~recise rsmge of convergence, and those Micated by the quadratic
method always terminate with the occurrence of sonic velocity.
The method employed in the main text can be considered as an altern-
ative procedure devised in sn attempt to @rove the qulity of the first
approximation snd to diminish there~ some of the necessity for the eval-
uation of higher approximations. Before proceeding, it is important to
recall that equations (A40), (A41), and (A42) are all integral equations
valid for say positive value for ~E; snd that each can be considered, in
the ssme way as described for the hyperbolic case, as a typicsl member of
sm infinite set of relations that result if different values are selected
for XE in the determination of ccZditiOnS at different pOintS in space.
It appears plausible that an increase in the accuracy, although not the
mathematical order, of the first approximation might occur if ~E is
equted not to simply l-l&2, but to l-&2-ku(x,z) because then the
in the double integral of each integral eqpation reduces
'uction f~-u(~,~)](~u/~~) andhence vani.shesatthe point ~=x,~=zto k[u(x,z
where uE, adE@x, or a2dE/~x2 are infinite. If this procedure iS
applied to eqpation (A40) or (A41) for q or u, and only the contribution
of the single integral is retained, it is clear that the desired improve- .
ment will not be obtained for alJ Mach nuribersup to the critical.because
the function ~= that appears in the denominator of each term
vanishes with the occurrence of sonic velocity, @ the numerator does .
not vsnish simultaneously. It is interesting to note, nevertheless, that
—
‘“1
.
.
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the result for the yressure coefficient on the airfoil surface that is
obtained h this way from equation (A41), that is,
C.+,o)
~i(x,o )
C.Jx,o) =
/=%== “
(A47)
corresponds to the use of the local,
rather t- free-stremy Wch n~ber
in the Prandtl-Glauert rule; and that
this result is the counte~at, h
transonic small disturbance theory,
of an appro-tion ”proposedby
lLaitone,Szebehely, and Truitt
(refs. 47ttiW@ 51). It is irmne-
diately apparent that although this
result differs from the Prandtl-
Glauert rule in the same direction
as the higher order approximations~
the effects of compressibility are
greatly overestimated at points where
.
the local velocity approaches sonic
velocity. A typical set of results
illustrating this statement is shown
.
in sketch (n!) in which are repeated
the curves of sketch (h) showing the
variation of ~ with & at the midpotit of a 10-percent-thick circuJ-ar-
arc airfoil together with the corresponding curve csLculat- by use of
equation (A47).
-Lo I
\
1’{:CkEq.(5)
-.8 -~ Ckwbr-arc”r=.10
1
1
-6 Eq.(A47) ‘ ~
%
y k :}
I
-4
-.2
—Istwder
—2nd”
,1,
Eq.(37)
—3rd “
00 .2 4
% .6 .8 ‘0
Sketch (n’)
The relations developed in the discussion of the eldlptic case in .
the main text do not encounter any such difficulties as the local Mach
number approaches unity. The difference in behavior iS a conseq~~ce of
the fact that the latter results are based on the equation for &l/ax
rather than that for q or u. That such a difference might occur csn,be
seen by examination of equation (A42). The denominator of each term again
approaches zero as the local Mach nuniberapproaches 1, but the numerator
of each term is always zero at the point of maximum velocity. Since sonic
velocity is first encountered with increasing Mach number at the point of
maxhum velocity, it is apparent that an indeterminate form occuxs at the
critical Mach number and the possibility at least exist= that the gain
so@lt by fOrC@ fE to be zero at the point where ~ aE/~# is tii-
.
nite will be realized. T-t a gain b accuracy, ~tho~ not we ~the-
matic~ order, of the solution iS ~t@y att~ed by this procedure iS
shown in the main text by comparison with existing higher approximations.
.
Further confirmation of this conclusion is shown by the comparison.
.
.
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J% ilhstrated in sketch (oi) in which the “
I I C% E@) curves of sketch (h) showing the vari-
Circu!ar-arcT=JO l\ ation with & of ~ at the midpoint
-6 Eq.(A4819
.
A of a 10-percent-thick circular-arc air-
% Eq.(A4& I () foil are repeated together with the
-.4
curves calculated by use of eqpa-
\
tions (A45) and (A46) representing the
first two approximations furnished by
the quadratic method of successive
-2
— Istarder
,1,,
a.pproximations.
—— 2nd” Eq.(37)
—— 3rd “
00 .2 f?M6 .8 Lo
CQ
Sketch (ot)
Parabolic Case
The third problem to be discussed is the approximate solution of the
integral equations for the parabolic case under the restriction that the
free-stresm Mach number is near unity. Two integral equations sxe given
depending on whether Ap is positive or negative. Inasmu& as no use is
made in the main text of the eqpation for negative Ap, the following
remarks will be confined to the case for positive Ap, for which the
integral equation is givenby eqwtion (A20):
.
.
where
F Ap(z-K)2% -— 4(X-6) 1‘P= —4Yc(x-g) e
(Ah8)
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The third term of equation (A48) represents the contribution of
sources distributed along the surface of eny part of the shock system
that is situated upstresm of the point X,Z. This term has the property
of effectively continuing the source distribution of the first term
smoothly through a concave corner when the adjacent flow is supersonic.
In this way, the singularities in the velocity snd pressure that occur
at such corners when the adjacent flow is mibsonic are replaced, when the
adjacent flow is supersonic, by the discontinuous, but fidite, jmp asso-
ciated with an oblique shock wave. The contribution of this term vsnishes
if no part of the shock system is situated upstresm of X,Z or if the
shock wave is parallel to the z axis. In that which follows attention
is confined to cases in which it is preswned that one or both of these
conditions are satisfied for adl points situated upstresm of the trailing
edge. The integral over the shockwaves thus contributes nothimg to q
at sny point on the airfoil surface, snd the remainder of the discussion
will proceed with considerations involving only the first two terms of
equation (AM), and with the corresponding equation for u obtained
therefrom by differentiation with respect to x. These two eqpations
reduce to the following forms for potits on the airfoil surface
(i.e., z=O):
where
k? [--1
r
~p. —
4fi(x-FJ) e
2#=pJ--[&+_jJ--l
l
.
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It can be seen from examination of the preceding relations that the
integral equations for the parabolic case are nonMnear and singular just
as are the integral equations for the elliptic case. The following dis-
cussion of the approximate solution of the equations for the parabolic
case will proceed, therefore, through applications of considerationsthat
are very similar to those described in the discussion of the elliptic
case in the preceding section.
The results found by application of the linearized theory for sonic
flow described in references 23 through 28 follow from equaticm (A49)
or (A50) by eqpating fp to zero so that
and selecting a
selection of m
(A51)
value for Ap. Various means have been proposed for the
appropriate value for, Ap. In reference 28, the only one
—
—
of the above refer–&acesthat pertains directly to two-dimensional flows,
Maeder and Thomen suggest that Ap be detemdned by eqwting it to the
value for @u@x, obtained by differentiating eqpation (A51), that
occurs at the point along the chord at which u is a msxtmum in incom-
pressible flow. As noted in the main text in the discussion of the solu-
tion for the wedge, the results obttined by aYP~cation of this l~e~ized
.
theory for sonic flow past thin airfoils may be at considerable variance
with other theoretical and experimental results. A further illustration
of this statement is provided in sketch (pi) in which the results given
.
-8 I I 1 I I
Mm=l Mm=l Mm=l
-4
Cp
+!
Sketch (pi)
in sketches (p), (r), and (t) for the circular-=c airfoil and the two
related airfoils that have the point of msxhum thickness at 30- and
70-percent chord are repeated together with the corresponding results
obtained by application of the procedures described in reference 28. It
can be seen upon caparison of these results with the experimental results .
sho~ in sketches (p), (r), and (t) that the ~e~~t ~twe~ ‘thePres-
sure distribution calculated by applicaticm of the linearized theory for
sonic flow sd that measured experimentally deteriorates as the pressure
gradient depsrts from a constant. It is apparent f-equation (A51)
.,,.
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that the accuracy c~ot be improved in any essentisl msmner by the adop-
tion of a different rule for the selection of = a~propriate value
for ~. This follows from the fact that the entire curve representtig
the 2ressure distribution is proportional to l/~ and can be altered
in scale, but not in form, by use of other values for Ap. PossibiUties
for iteration always exist, and it is conceivable that @rovements in
accuracy could be attained by inserting the solution of Mne=ized sonic
flow theory into the terms invol~ fp in equation (A49) or (A~) to
obtti a second approximation, etc. To do so would be a laborious task
and there is always present a grave danger that the process will diverge,
or not converge sufficiently rapidly to be useful, when the first approx-
imation is as far from the proper solution as may be inferred from
sketch (p?) for the airfoil with maximum thickness at 30-percent chord.
The procedures employed in the main text for the approximate solution
of the equations for the p=.aboldc case closely par~el those used for
the approximate solution of the eqmtions for the hyperlxdlc sd elliptic
cases. It is, consequently, not surprising that the following discussion
of these Procedures from the point of view of the integraJ.eqpations given
in equations (A49) and (Am) is very similar to that in the preceding
sections of the @pendix. The general.considerations are the seinein all.
three cases, but the parablic case more closely reseniblesthe elliptic
case than the hyperbolic case because of the singular nature of the kernel
in the double integral; that is, Cp and dE approach infinity at the
point g=k, g=z. The expressions a~lied in the main text follow from
consideration of equation (Am) as a ~ical member of sn infinite set of
relations that result if Ap is replaced with the loc~ value of kau~x
ad the contributim of the double integrsll.is disregarded. At free-
stresm Mach nmber 1, the function fp thus reduces to zero,at the point
where up is infinite, and it %ain a~ears plausible that less loss in
accuracy is incurred by disregarding the contribution of the double inte- “
gral than in &Lternative procedures tiwhich fp is not zero at this
point. At free-stresm Mach numbers different frcm unity, fp is not zero
although it csube made as smsll as desired by approaching sufficiently
closely to free-stream Mach number 1. The results obtained by solution
of the raaining relation, which is a first-order nonlinear ordinary
differential eqyation, are completely consistent with the above remarks.
The pressure distributions calculated by use of only the first approxi-
mation are indeed in good accord wtth existing theoretical snd experi-
mental results, snd the initial v=iation of ~ with & at free-stream
Mach number 1 is given exactly; but no indication is provided of the sub-
sequent variation of ~ with ~ at Mac& numbers considerably removed
from unity.
Xf, on the other hand, the pressure distribution is calculated by
substitution of k~n for Ap in eqpatim (A49) and differentiation of
the resulting expression to obtain an equation for u, the fumction in
the double integral that corresponds to fp in the above discussion does
not vanish at the point ~–=, ~=z where the kernel is infinite. If the ‘
preceding discussion can be”considered to imply that the effective
removal .ofthe singularity is importsnt in the approximate solution of
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singular integral eqpatiorm, it may be snticipated that the results
obtained using equation (A49) will not, in general.$be so good EM those
obtained following the procedure employed in the main texk.
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